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TODAY:

Partly
sunny.

THE MURRAY STATE

High: 50s.
Low: 30s.
SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 40s. Low: 30s.
SUNDAY: Dry.
High: 50s.
Source; National
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Weather Service

The Student Newspaper of Murray State University

News
Since the state refuses to
provide funding for the
sprinkler system, the Univer·
sity must raise housing and
dining fees next semester to
pay for the Installation of ·
sprinklers over summer
break. The fee increase may
reach $1 00 or more.

Secpage 3

•Concert: After obtaining
success, Jars of Clay returns
from stardom to its roots,
playing college campuses
throughout the nation.
BY R£KA ASHLEY
AssiSTANT COLLEGE L IFE EDITOR

Jason Billingsley,
assistant sports
editor, talks
about the
~~::! problems
~:::a;;::::;;;;:::::~M~ present in the
judging of intramural sports.
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CollegeLtJe
The Nashville Ballet will fea·
ture "The Nutcracker" in
Lovett Auditorium just in
time for Christmas. Look
Inside for more information.

S~.->e page 8

The band, which is scheduled to
perform in Lovett Auditorium at 7
p.m., started just a few short years
ago and has since risen to phenomenal success on both Christian
and mainstream radio stations.
For the band, it has been a quick
trip to the top, which is one of the
reasons the band wants to get
back to the smaller, more intimate
atmosphere of college campuses.
Kevin Lowe, concert chair for
the Student Government Association, said Lovett Auditorium was
chosen rather than the new
Regional Special Events Center
because it had the right atmosphere.
"Lovett is an ideal place for college tours," Lowe said.
The tour, titled "Tour 101," is
designed especially for colleges. In
a recent news release, Jars of
Clay's guitarist, Stephen Mason,
said playing the college circuit
again gives the band a unique
opportunity to give back.
"Any success we've had over the
past few years can be directly
attn"buted to the college campuses
across the country that gave us
our start," he said.
The band consists of four mem-

College
threatens
•
secess1on
•Residential c olleges: Clark College
voted last week to drop from the
Residential College Association, but the
council agreed to delay its decision until
it confers with the RCA

Christian rock band Jars of Clay
is coming to Murray State's campus tonight with songs from its
new sophomore album, "Much
Afraid."

O p E'd

See page

Jars of Clay concert tonight

BY GREG STARK
STAFF W RITER

Essential

Records

Pe rfonnlng tonight at 7 in Lovett Auditorium, jars of Clay presents Its
" Tour I 0 I'' to students.

bers: Dan Haseltine, Mason, Matt
Odmark and Charlie Lowell. The
group met while attending
Greenville College in TIIinois.
In addition to Jars of Clay, two
other bands will also perform.
These include Burlap to Cashmere
and Silage, which are also Christ-

ian bands.
Lowe said he really looks forward to hearing Burlap to Cashmere.
•A friend of mine went to a
Christian festival in Nashville a
while back, and he said the band
blew the crowd away," Lowe said.

ABide from the usual business the Clark
Residential College Council had to take care of
Monday night at its bi·monthly meeting, there
was one detail that caused interest and concern with students, the vote for whether Clark
College should secede from the Residential
College Association.
At the last meeting Nov. 2, members of the
council voted 11-1 to secede from the RCA. The
minutes of the meeting were posted on Clark's
bulletin board, but the issue of Clark seceding
from RCA came up after last week's RCA
meeting ended. It was a surprise to RCA Pres·
ident Tom Holcomb.
"It was sudden, and it was a random thing
that popped up after the meeting," he said.
AB a result of the vote, the meeting Monday
night in Clark's television lounge was packed
with nearly 40 people, including Clark residents, faculty members, members of other residential college councils and members of RCA,
all prepared to discuss the vote with the
CRCC. The meeting resulted in a motion to
have a new vote on the issue nt the next CRCC
meeting Nov. 30. If the -vote is passed, Clark· .
College will secede from the RCA for the
remainder of the academic year.
The issue of Clark seceding was debated for
Please see CLARK/14

Sports
Saturday proved to be a busy
day for Racer athletics. In
the afternoon, the Racer
football team lost a close
game against Tennessee
State. That evening, the
men's basketball team played
its season·opener against
Southern Illinois University
and barely extended its
home winning streak to 3 I
ga'!'es.

TheNews Online

Check out our evolving
World Wide ·web page
at www.thenews.org.

Phelps faces distrust
•Su spect: Lana Phelps,
one of the seven arrested in
connection with the Hester
fire, is now facing an
ambiguous future.
BY j ENNIFER SACHARNOSkl
EOITOR•tN-CHIEf

The events of Sept. 18
changed the course of Lana
Phelps' life. Since then, she has
been charged with conspiracy
to commit first degree arson,
was forced to leave school and
bas been living with the judgmental stares of others. She
said the only thing she can do
is keep going.
"For the first time in my life
I was having a great time,"
Phelps said. "I was doing well
in school. I was involved. I
wanted to be a lawyer."

Phelps admits being at the
party where the prank calls
were made, which connected
seven suspects with the Hester
fire that killed one student and
injured
several
others.
Although she said calls were
made, she doesn't. understand
how she became involved in the
investigation.
"I was just there," she said.
"Fifteen other people were
there, too. It was like they
picked seven people at ran·
dom."
Phelps was released on a
surety, a modification of a
bond, which allows a person to
guarantee to pay the $100,000
if Phelps does not appear for
her court date. Phelps' attorney, Roger Perry, past national
president of the MSU Alumni
Foundation, said someone '
came forth from the communi-

City of Hopkinsville
t

Proposed Satellite Campus
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ty to volunteer on Phelps'
behalf. Perry also volunteered
his services as an attorney.
"She and her mother are of
very modest means;" Perry
said. ''Once I discovered Lana
had been charged and found
there was no evidence and she
was in holding, I agreed to be a
.special public defender."
Currently Phelps lives at
home, where she is sleeping on
a coucn bed. As a condition of
her bond, Phelps is not allowed
on Murray State's campus. She
said her mother, Laura Phelps,
had to reclaim items from her
dorm room.
"When my mother got to my
room she noticed that people
had ripped signs off my door,"
Phelps said. "Security guards
escorted my mom to my dorm
Please sec

PHELPS/14

•Proposal: Murray State's
satellite campus will not
land on HCC's campus as
originally planned.
BY )ENNIFER SACHARNOSKI

To Ft. Campbell

Source: The president's office

Bnan HoweiVThe Ne'<'.os

•Sports: The rugby team
faces indefinite suspension
stemming from a violation
of club regulations of the
University.

Club Vice President Jason Wilson said...We say, 'Come join
the rugby team,' and people are
like. 'OK, whatever, you all
murder people: because that's
the way the media has played
it."
The loss of so many players
from what is still a young program hurts, Wilson said.
"We are no longer practicing
or playing," he said. "We're
going to wait until everybody
gets cleared. Before the arrests.
we had about 20 people. Four of
the five guys were veterans and
Mike (McDonough> was a key
backup. I know its going to be
hard to replace them."
This brings up the other
problem: the team has been

BY C.D. BRADLEY
SENIOR STAFf W RITtl

As a result of last month's
indictments in the Hester College fire, the Murray State
rugby team found it impossible
to tackle the remainder of the
fall season.
After canceling its last two
games and now facing suspension, the team is struggling
under a mountain of bad publicity.
"It has greatly affected the
team because the media played
it as a r~gby thing," Rugby

PI~ Stt

RUGBY/14

Extended campus site
rema~ins undetermined
EDITOII·IN-CHIEF
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Rugby team reels
from suspension

The one-building extended
campus site proposed for Hopkinsville has been envisioned to
be a 100-acre, six-building com·
plcx south of town.
The General Assembly previ·
ously approved $6.5 million in
funding for a single West
Region Higher Education Cen-

ter. Although money has not yet
been secured for the creation of
a satellite campus, the University is looking to the future
while determining site location
and expansion capabilities. The
expansion will force the complex
site south of town and off the
Hopkinsville Community Col·
lege Campus.
"'We have to be expansive in
our thinking," University President Kern Alexander said.
"Some people argue to put the
site on HCC, but in several
years there would not be room
fo; the building."
Alexander said he is looking

to the future and the plan is not
immediate, but a vision to the
year 2020.
In order to expand, Alexander
said the University is soficiting
land donations and money for
the buildings. He said a site has
not yet been determined, but he
has been SPeaking with several
land owners about possible gifts
of land or land sales.
John Yates, dean of continuing education, said in the future
the building should accommodate 1,000 to 1,200 students. He
said the six-building complex is
just a concept, but it is trying to
P lease Stt BUILDING/14
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Leonid puts on show

Agriculture summit
to be held

ern sky, but then moved
freely across the sky," he
said.
Although the Leonid meteor shower is over, he said,
observers can still see meteB Y CHRISTY STEPHENS
ors from time to time. All
CONTIIIBUTINO WRITER
that is needed is a dark open
space on a clear night and
The Leonid meteor storm,
patience.
associated with the Tempelshowers were
Leonid
Tuttle comet, made an
recorded as early as 585
appearance this week.
A.D., but it was not until
The storm occurs yearly in 1833 that accounts of a specNovember but hits its peak tacular meteor shower were
about every 33 years. It gets gathered. This marked the
it name from the constella- beginning of modem meteor
tion Leo, the location from astronomy.
which the storm seems to
The last major storm
originate.
occurred on Nov. 17, 1966. In
Louis Beyer, professor of Arizona there were reports of
physics, said the best time to 2,400 meteors per minute.
observe the Leonid showers
Scott Thompson, freshman
was between 2 a.m. and sun- from Mayfield, said he
observed t he meteor shower
rise.
Beyer said the meteors Tuesday night at the lakes.
"The biggest ones all of a
were not limited to just one
sudden
a ppeared and left a
part of the sky.
"They appeared to come huge stream that lasted for
from Leo in the upper-east • about three seconds/' he said.

The department of agriculture will host an agriculture technology summit
on Tuesday, Dec. I at the
Curris Center with registration beginning at 8:30
a.m.
The summit is a joint
educational opportunity
for agriculture producers,
the agribusiness commt,Jnity and MSU students. Participants will be able to
view displays and gather
information on local indust ry products and promodons.
lunch and educational
material will be provided.
A shuttle service will run
from Stewart Stadium to
t he Curris Center. For
more information phone
the department of agriculture at 762-6923.

Caribbean dinner
to give thanks
The Caribbean Students
Association is hosting its
second annual Thanksgiving dinner on Monday at 7
p.m. in the Curris Center
Ballroom.
The dinner is part of
fund-raising activities for
fellow Caribbean students
who wish to attend Murray State. Tickets are available from any Caribbean
student or from the Multicultural Center for $1 0.
For more information contact Deslyn Hobson at
762-3313 or Renee Rowland at 762-6836.

.

Nominations
for HEAA accepted

Nominations to t he
Higher Education Assistance
Authority and
Council on Postsecondary
Education are now being
accepted.
Information forms and
conflict of interests forms
may be obtained from Bill
Beam Jr., director of
boards and commissions,
by phoning (502) 56426 1 I. Applications must
be received no later than
noon, Dec. 4.

WKMS will offer
holiday programs
W KMS-FM 9 1.3 will
broadcast mo re t han 40
hours of music, stories and
services throughout the
season, ending with a twohour New Year's Day
extravaganza with the
Vienna Philharmonic, conducted by Z ubin Mehta
and featuring the Vienna
Boys Choir.
The program kicks off at
noon Thursday with "We
. Gather Together," a pro• gram which tells the story
r of T hanksgiving. It relies
: on music, diaries and let: ters that span t hree cen; turies to relay a story with
•
fo rgotten heroes and
heroines.
For more information
abo ut the programs con. tact WKMS at 1-800-599. 4737.

.• Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.
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Killing time

•Meteor: The Leonid
meteor shower dazzled
audiences who braved
early hours to watch it.

Danny Vowell/The News

A student passes tim_e betwee n classes on the second floor of Wilson Hall.

Residential colleges still meeting goals
•Activities: Despite events affecting the residential colleges, activities for students living on campus
continue to grow.
BY CHRISTINE H ALL
NEWS EDITOR AND

G REG STARK
STAFF WRITER

After a long and eventful fall semester, the residential colleges are still
going strong with activities.
To close out the semester all of the colleges are planning activities for their
residents. Even Hester College, which
has relocated its headquarters to the
former Hart Deli, is still hanging on.
Ron Cella, faculty adviser for Hester,
said the college just picked up where it
left off after the fire.
"We just had our Halloween party
where about 135 people came," he said.
"The council continues to meet every
week. We were able to still have a
Homecoming float and have just smt
out our seventh newsletter."
'
Hester also sponsored a faculty/student dinner in Winslow Dining Hall
which 35 people attended.
Cella said even though the residents
are scattered all over Murray, Hester is
doing pretty well.
"One of our highest priorities is getting back in," he said...We are currently
making plans for the next semester and
will continue with some of our traditions."
He said some of the traditions include

celebra ting "Hedgehog Day," for the
"The situation is improving, but it is
not
where we would like it to be," he
Hester mascot, instead of Groundhog
Day. The college will also continue to said. "We are trying to figure out what
have educational programs, the most commuters want and what we can offer
recent one being a laser show given by them."
Clark College also offers many things
Steve Cobb, chair of the department of
for involvemen~ with the students,
physics and engineering physics.
Ted Brown, faculty adviser for including an Adopt-A-Freshman proRegents College, said Regents' two pri· gram and a Child Development Center
mary goals for the semester were to for commuting and non-commuting stuincrease participation by members of dents with children.
White College and Elizabeth College
the college and by the faculty and staff
are
doing similar fund-raising drives.
in the college.
"I can say that both of those goals White's honor society, Phi Zeta Alpha, is
sponsoring an Adopt-A-Highway prohave been met," Brown said.
One of the bigger programs the college gram and a mentoring program, while ·
has is RAMP, Regents Adult Mentor Elizabeth, along with other residential
Program involving about 24 faculty and colleges, is collaborating on a non-perishable can drive with RCA and is also
100 students.
"This is one thing 1 am very pleased sponsoring a family in an Adopt-A-Famand proud of," he said. "It's not just the ily program.
"Right now, we are working on getting
faculty, but the staff makes up about
the
Adopt-A-Highway together, and we
one half of the RAMP program. I'm glad
are
also working on mentoring prothey are willing to help too."
RAMP is a program in which first- grams," Cassidy Wilson, president of
year freshmen are paired with a faculty White's Phi Zeta Alpha, said. "I'm getor staff member and assisted with any ting ready to meet with a girl from
problems or study conflicts the student Princeton via teleconference. There are
several students that get together and
has.
Next semester Regents will partici- go to elementary schools and help with
different subjects."
pate in a major service project.
Justin Rouse, president of Elizabeth
"Usually we do it at St. Jude's Children's Hospital, but we are also looking College, said the can drive was a compeinto doing it somewhere else," Brown tition with other residential colleges for
said. "We are also planning a big event, an award called the spirit flag.
"We are currently participating with
some kind of outdoor picnic with events
the RCA on the can drive," he said. "We
for competition between floors."
He said one of his biggest challenges agreed to have a can competition with
this semester is getting commuters the other residential colleges for the
involved.
spirit flag. The ones that were there

agreed to do this."
The Adopt-A-Family program is currently up and running, Rouse said.
"We're collecting money at the front
desk (for the Adopt-A-Family program)," he said. "We are putting together a traditional Thanksgiving dinner
and delivering it to this family. They
registered through Needline, and we got
their name through that. We'll be taking it to them personally."

Get involved in your
residential college!
Below are the names of each college
president and the front desk phone
numbers where event information can

be reached.
Clark College

Rebecca Hefner

.....;;. -2237

Elizabeth College

Justin Rouse

6284

Hart College

Michael Moode

4000

Hester College

Amber Settle

6280

Regents College

Jonathan Webb

6700

Richmond College

Kim Eickhosf

2628

Springer College

Joey Wilson

2298

Franklin College

Joey Wilson

2298

White College

Clarence Maxie

6151

Source: Residential Colleges
John Simanowitz/The News

Apartment hunting not just for seniors anymore
She stayed in another residential college, Springer, for a
week, and then decided to move
off-campus.
"I did not feel very comfortable in Springer because of all
the increasing patrolling and
Bv YENIA Z ABA
fire alarms going off all the
CONTRIBUTING W RITER
time," Schilling said.
She knew Jacquot from a
Mter Hester College was
emptied for the rest of the class she took, which made it
semester, its residents had to easier for her to move in.
"I was not very comfortable
look for housing. Many decided
to s~ply move into another with the idea of moving in with
residential college and share a someone I didn't know,"
room with someone who had a Schilling said.
Jacquot is also housing Jensingle-occupancy room, or move
into the guest rooms and apart- nifer Wetzel, junior from Harments some residential colleges risburg, Ill. Both Schilling and
Wetzel are moving back to Heshave.
Others turned to the Housing ter College next semester.
Office for help and found a
"I can't wait to go back there
place to stay for the rest of the and see my old friends," Wetzel
semester with some of the peo- said.
ple who volunteered to house
Schilling said the fire would
students, like Ruth Jacquot, not stop Hester residents from
professor in the department of coming back to the college next
elementary and secondary edu- semester.
cation. Jacquot is housing two
Even though the requireformer
Hester
residents, ments to live off-campus state
Angela Schilling and Jennifer that students have to be over
Wetzel.
21-years-old or have at least
Schilling, senior from Per- junior status, Housing made
ryville, Mo. , said she hero-d exceptions with Hester resiabout this option at the crisis dents and let lhem move offmeeting, right after the fire. campus. Thus, many Hester

•Housing:
Apartment
hunting doesn't only take
place at the beginning or
end of a semester as many
Hester residents found out.

''I feel out of tou ch
as a

commuter.''
-8ARA POSTON, SENlOR

FROM BURLINGTON

residents looked for apartments and houses off-campus,
like Sara Spears, sophomore
from Lebanon. She is now living off campus with three other
former Hester floormates,
Amanda Cox, Lori Brown and
Jamie Furlong. .
Spears beard about the
apartment through
some
friends and decided to rent it.
for the rest of the semester.
"Housing was very helpful
right after the fire, but when
we were trying to get a house,
they didn't tell us where to
look," Spears said.
Spears and two of her current
roommates \vill move back into
Hester College in the spring
semester.
"I lived in Hester last year,
and I was really involved,"
Spears said. "I will be very
happy to go back."

Jennifer Fleener, sophomore
from Cobden Til., also found an
apartment off campus after the
fire and moved in with another
former Hester resident, Shannon Mumbower. Fleener said
she likes her new place, but has
to go back to Hester College
next semester because of her
scholarship.
Neither Fleener nor Spears
said they got any special deals
with their landlords, even
though they are only renting
their new places until the end
of the semester.
"I had to pay a lease," Fleener said.
Hester residents did get 75
percent of their room payment
for the semester.
"All I had to do was fil l out a
piece of paper, and I got a check
in the mail," Schilling said. "I
got most of my money back."
Sara Poston, senior from
Burlington, has an apartment
with her Hester roommate,
Katherine Page, and two other
Hester residents. Poston lives
in a two-bedroom apartment
that two of her roommates
found in the newspaper.
Poston's landlord, Bonnie
Raspberry, has many apartments rented out to students,

but only one by Hester residents. Raspberry does not offer
any special prices for Hester
residents she ~aid everybody
has to pay the same.
Raspberry said the on going
rate for apartments right now
in Murray is $400 fo r a two
bedroom apartment.
"Mrs. Raspberry Jet us sign a
three month lease instead of a
six month lease because of the
circumstances with the fire,"
Poston said.
"I am moving back into Hester in January because I feel
out of touch as a commuter,"
Poston said.
Two of her roommates have
decided to stay in the apartment during the spring semester.
Bob Naney, who owns several
apartments and houses in Murray, said he noticed more people looking for · housing after
the Hester fire.
"Immediately after the fire, I
did notice students looking for
apartments, but now it has
calmed down," Nancy said .
Nancy and Raspberry said
the best places to look for
apartments is in the local
newspapers and in the Chamber of Commerce weekly list.

Ne-ws
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Sprinklers increase housing fees
•Housing: The University
must turn to students in
order to fund the sprinkler
system m the residential
colleges.

''1 think all of u s
wer e hopeful tha t
we would get
some assistance
for this.''

Bv DONALD LAwsoN
ASSIST,\NT· NEWS EDITOR

-

After weeks of lobbying by
SGA presidents across the
state, Gov. Paul Patton has
decided not to contribute state
funds to the installation of
sprinklers in the dorms.
Shortly after the Hester College fire that claimed the life of
sophomore Michael Minger of
Niceville Fla., SGA presidents
from across the state started to
push for alternative funding for
sprinklers in dorms across the
state. Since the state will not
fund the sprinklers, it was
decided by Murray State to
take the money out of housing
and dining fees.
Paula Hulick, director of
housing and residence life, said
she has been in meetings discussing what would be a realistic cost for the increase. Early
estiJllates have placed the
increase at $100. The door is
not closed on negotiations, but
Hulick said the Univer sity
needs to start looking at what
can be done.

PAULA HUUCK,

DIR.£CTOR OF HOUSING

"I think the University needs
to make some decisions so t hey
can get some things in place
this summer," Hulick said.
Alth ough sh e feels the University sh ould start planning
on adjusting fees to pay for the
sprinklers, Hulick said she was
optimistic the universities
would get state help.
"I think all of us were h opeful
that we would get some assistance for this," Hulick said.
"We have all tried to keep our
rates competitive and to make
it affordable for students to go
to school. But understand the
way current laws are written,
that's not part of what can happen."
With any type of change in
policy concerning housing fees
or dining fees, it is often debated among students as , to
whether students should have
to live in the residential col-

leges their first two years.
Hulick feels t his is still an
important part of t he college
experience.
"Part of that college experience is in-classroom and out-ofclassroom," Hulick said. "That's
part of t he whole expanded
prem ise behind the residential
colleges. I th ink t h e institution
feels very strongly to increase
that in classroom experience.
the requiring of living the first
two years on campus is very
ben eficial."
Todd Ear wood, SGA president, said he is not h appy with
Gov. Patton's decision on the
issue. Earwood said a number
of l egislators he h as talked to
have been going against the
governor's decision on this and
are continuing to fight for the
funding.
"As far as I can see, we've got
a lot of legislators going against
the governor," Earwood said.
"What we need to do now is
start putting pressure on the
governor ."
Earwood hopes public pressure concerning the matter will
get something done by the governor . He plans to4discuss with
other SGA presidents the possibility of sending letters to parents to have them lobby state
legislators. Earwood is also
attemptin g to meet with th e

governor.
"I think it is because he's in a
tough situation," Earwood said
of why he thought Patton made
the decision he did.
In an article printed in last
week's The Courier-Journal,
Patton said he had received
"politically expedient letters"
urging him to call the General
Assembly into special session,
but said he has not received
any compelling arguments. In
response to this, Earwood said,
"He has heard compelling arguments on this."
Earwood said he and University P resident Kern Alexander
have been talking for the last
month about fire safety. He
said Alexander does not want
to charge students for this but
is being forced into it.
'1 think there are other ways
to pay for this," Earwood said.
"I'm tired of turning to students
whenever we need more
money."
Earwood said he will continue to look for other ways to get
funding for the sprinkler project.
Hulick said once funding for
the sprinkler project is established, it may take three to four
years to complete it. High rise
dorms wi ll be the first to
receive the sprinklers.

Campus network to shut down next week
occ:urinc du.rina

STAFF REPoRT

~ bre~t

between

semesten.
There will be a planned shutdown of the
campus n etwork at the close of normal
bnai neaa hour& on~.
BreDda Rowland, manapr of networking and mic:rocomputer eenices, eaid the
sh u tdown is necessary to implement
hardware upgrades that will facilitate a
m ajor Internet Provjder (IPJ change
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Tlie reetru.eturing of, IP ad~uee is
.neeeJIIai'Y ~ Lo~U~ the Univ•r·
'ai\Talntemet Semce ~ <lSP>~ has

•
•
•
\ •

File and print services
Mainframe access
FTP and Web servers
Internet IICCCSS

• Dial-up
Normal· services should resume on
changed .ISPa aDd will be ctiitriiJqtblg all
Wednesday. If students h ave any quesnew ctus C addresees.
The senicee aft'ectecl during the sb• tions about bow they will be affected, they
can call Networking and Microe»mputer

down are:

Services at 762-3685.

• E-Mail
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Police Beat
Nov. 13, 1998
2:17a.m. The Murray Police Department was requested to break up a
fight at the Lambda Chi Alpha house.
3:30 a.m. Non-residents on the third noor of Hart College were requested
to leave following a complaint.
3:53 a.m. The same group of 6tudents in Hart College was creating a disturbance in Franklin College.
11 :38 a.m. There was an auto accident near White College. No injuries
were reported.
11 :18 p.m. There was an auto accident near Elizabeth College. No
injuries were reported.
Nov. 14, 1998
12:05 a.m. A noise complaint was reported in the 300 block of College
Courts.
7:18p.m. Abul Fattah Mahoud reported his bicycle taken from the Fast
Track area.
Nov. 15, 1998
4:30 p.m. The Calloway County Detention Center reported the arrest of
Myles Worster for DUI.
3:40 p.m. A complaint was reported on skateboarders and In-line skaters
near the Fine Arts Building. They were non-students and were asked to
leave. They were found near Elizabeth College at 6:30 p.m.
11 :57 p.m. The Murray Are Department was dispatched to Regents College for a fire alarm on the third floor. A wasp had gotten Into the smoke
detector.
Nov. 16, 1998
6:23a.m. White College reported a student having a seizure. The student
was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital by ambulance.
11 :06 a.m. .There was a report of a DNA Sequence Computer System
stolen from Blackburn Science Building.
Nov. 17, 1998
1 :52 p.m. The Lowry Center reported the theft of a VCR from the first
floor.
7:48 p.m. A citation was issued to Billy O'Neal Kendley for disregarding a
stop sign.
Nov. 18, 1998
11 :50 p.m. Clark College reported some clothing on fire outside the first
floor laundry room. There were some old towels and rags that appeared
to have been accidently set on fire by a cigarette thrown from a window.
There was no damage other than to the rags. The smoldering materials
were extinguished by a resident.

Racer Escorts - 29

Motorist Assists - 11

Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.
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Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congratulate our newly elected officers:

"Lowest Ra es nTown"
Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid drivers license.
"Major credft cards"
Local Pfckup avaflaJJJe

Parker Eord Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main st.
Downtown Murray
753 • 5273 Ask for

wade

Alpha Delta Chi

Welcomes its New Initiates
spring t 998:
Amy Barger
Andrea Hildebrant
Christine Myers
Sharon Newbold
Andrea Nokes
Amanda Warren
.\~.\
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Fall t998:
Trina Daniel
jennifer Fleener
Lauren Hall
Ellee Koss
jennifer Powell

ViewPoint
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Do you prefer turkey or

~am for Thanksgiving dinner
and why?
Name: Meredith
Julian

Major: Theatre
Year: Senior
Hometown:

.

~urray

"I prefer turkey
because we
already have a lot of ham s in
my family."

Name:

Clark College may be taking the
first step toward the disintegration of
the Residential College Association.
Clark is in the process of possibly
breaking away from the RCA and taking problems into its own hands.
Members of the Clark Residential
College Council feel they are not benefiting by being a part of the RCA.
They say they are paying money but
not getting anything for their funds .
Other members say there is a communication breakdown between the
Clark RCC and the RCA.
The most important point to this
dilemma is apparent problems with
the program are forcing a residential
college to make the decision whether
to stay a part of the RCA. If it's true

\11{.

Hometown:

cR\ f'J I~l6N

To

The next point of argument is Murray State may have tried to imple- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ment the program too soon. The
Issue: Clark College may
admirustration may not have trained
the RCA members well enough to
secede from the RCA.
know exactly of what their duties consist. The administration also shoUld
Position: The secession of
have anticipated problems such as
communication
breakdowns and
Clark could bring an end
trained the RCA representatives on
to the current residential
how to assess these situations so radical actions such as the possible secescollege system.
sion of a college wouldn't occur. Some
that there are communication prob- sort of internal check system is needlems within the program, they need to ed.
be fixed immediately. This is true
If Clark decides to break away from
because communication breakdowns the RCA, there is nothing to stop the
can lead to the down fall of any type of other residential colleges from breakorganization or business.
ing away as well. It doesn't seem like-

Our VieUJ

ly the RCA could survive if it only consisted of one or two residential colleges. The mission of the RCA is to
repre.s ent all colleges. Should the new
mission state to represent all but one?
Clark representatives say their
decision is based on what RCA actually does for the college, that it has
nothing to do with any of the other
colleges. Although they say it has
nothing to do with the other colleges,
we can't help but wonder how the
unity among the colleges will be if
Clark does secede. It could either segregate Clark residents or it could
mean that more of the residential colleges will secede. You know how it
goes, usually if one goes, the others
follow.

N\Ar..J - - w\-\~T
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A house divided cannot stand

K wang-won Kang
Major: RadiofTV
Year: Senior

"Turkey
liecauseit
tastes better and Thanksgiving
is special, so I eat special
food."
••I
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Holiday
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revealed
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Name: Carla

.

Wiggins

Major: Broadcast
year: Sophomore
Hometown:
faducah

1'Turkey because
ft's a family
radition."

Expansion b8nefits few

I

Name: Justin
'
Rouse
Major:

prganizational
Communication
Year: Junior

Hometown:
Murray
4

'Turkey because it's a
traditional
Thanksgiving dish."
4

Name: Vicky
Marsh

Major: Graphic
Design
I
rear: Junior

Once again the Murray State administration has made a decision that will
spend more of Murray State's money
and will benefit few.
Murray State may build a six-structure learning complex which will include
land for agricultural testing in Hopkinsville. This structure is supposed to
benefit the citizens of Hopkinsville and
Ft. Campbell. Murray State was allotted
$6.5 million to build one structure, but
has proposed negotiations for more
money to construct the six-building facility. The facility is supposedly going to be
able to educate between 3,000 and 4,000
students in that area.
As students at Murray State, we think
the University should prioritize what it
is spending money on. If Murray State
can ask for $6.5 nlillion for a learning
facility in Hopkinsville, why can't it ask
for money to rebuild Carr Health? There

Our Vieu;
Issue: Murray State is
. beginning the construct ion
of a new center in
Hopkinsville.
Position: Murray State
should work on Its main
campus before e xt e nding.
are so many structures on our campus
that need remodeling and new equipment.
The residential colleges are a prime
example of being in need of remodeling.
The $6.5 million allotted for construction
in Hopkinsville would have gone a long

way in getting the residential colleges
up to par.
Murray State needs to think about
decisions longer, rather than simply
making a decision on a whim. The University should take care of its own first.
How can the University think about
building new facilities of that size when
the main campus is in the shape it currently is? No matter what the administration thinks, just because a few flowers and trees are planted, it doesn't
make this campus perfect (or beautiful
for that matter.)
If Murray State can get money for this
kind offacility, which we are not in need
of, it should be able to get money for
what we need. It's rather funny the state
wilJ not a11ow money for sprinkler systems, but it will give money to build a
new educational institution.

Hometown:
Glasgow

l•a
prefer
I

Your l' h!U'S
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neither. We eat seafood
'
because
we got bored of t he
I
ame norm."
Heather Martin/Staff
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My
View

All studen ts have
righ t t o edu cation

tute for Higher Education '
was founded in 1987 in order
to
provide access to higher
To the Editor:
learning.
In late September
I am writing to inform the
and
early
October
1998, in an
campus community of very
attempt
to
shut
down this
serious human rights violaoperation,
agents
of
the Irantions in Iran, specifically
ian
government
staged
a
involving students who have
serips
of
raids,
arresting
36
been denied access to higher
education and facultY who members of BIHE's faculty
have been fired from univer- and staff and looting more
sity positions for the sole rea- than 500 homes.
Iran is a signatory to the
son of their religious beliefs.
International
Covenant on
The Baha'i Faith is the
Economic,
Social
and Culturlargest religious minority in
al
Rights
adopted
by the U.N.
the Islamic Republic of Iran.
General
Assembly
on Dec. 16,
Founded in 1844, it is a
1966.
Parties
to
this
covenant
world-embracing faith, pro"recognize
the
right
of everyfessing the unity of God,
one
to
education"
and
"higher
humanity and all religions.
education
shall
be
made
However, it is viewed as a
equally
accessible
to
all
on
heretical sect by the Islamic
the
basis
of
capacity
by
every
clergy who refuse to recognize
the validity of any religion appropriate means ." The
denial of the right to learn to
postdating Islam.
Since the middle of the last Iran's Baha'i youth consticentury, Baha'is have been tutes a gross violation of this
persecuted there. Since 1980, covenant.
Closure of the BIHE is the
as a part of a governmentlatest
act in a series of meadirected attempt to systemat·
sures
taken
by U.N. Special
ically destroy the intellectual
Representative
Renaldo
and cultural life of the Baha'i
Pohl
to
deal
with
Galindo
community, young people
Iran's
Baha'i
community
"in
who declare their Baha'i idensuch
a
way
that
their
tity have been excluded from
progress and development
colleges and universities.
are
blocked."
As a creative and wholly
These
acts are aimed at the
non-violent response to this
slow
strangulation
of the
restriction, the Baha'i lnsti-

Baha'i community and should
offend
our
consciences.
Everyone has the right to
education. Our greatest
weapon against blatant
human rights violations is a
globally informed public opinion and a vigilant eye. Please
remember the Baha'i students in Iran. Anyone wishing to express indignation
may write to: Frederico
Mayor,
Director-General,
UNESCO,
7
place
de
Fontenoy, 75352 Paris 07 SP,
France.
Lea Gentile
Adjunct professor, department of health education and
physical recreation

Me mber of faculty
d efends statem ent
To the Editor:
In LeeAnn Willett's solid'
and balanced article, "Faculty
question motive of 'The
Source' " last week I was
quoted as saying, "If Dr.
Alexander and Todd don't
realize (that 'The Source" is of
no use to students), then they
are either naive or stupid."
What I really said was that
they were "either naive, stupid or cynical." By this, I
meant to suggest the latter
was the case and the publica-

tion of "The Source" was
politically motivated.
I did not mean to question
the intelligence of Presidents
Alexander or Earwood, and I
apologize for any misunderstandings.
Bill Schell
Department of history

The Mu" ay State
News welcomes

commentaries and
letters to the editor.
Letters should be
300 words or less
and must be signed.
Contributors should
include addresses
and phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown, classification, title or relationship to the University. To submit a
commentary call
762-4468. '111e
News" reserves the
right to edit for style,
length and content.

Christmas used to be my
favorite holiday. I love the feeling of walking through neighborhoods with the blinking
lights and the Aound of Christmas music in the distance. Of
course, I also love the family
gatherings where we exchange
gifts, drink eggnog and put the
kids to bed early so Santa can
come. I tend to cherish ' many
Christmas memories, but I just
realized recently I do not have
many memories of Thanksgiving.
I really don't know why I
don't carry any memories with
me, but I think it must go back
to the anticipation that Christmas is on the way. The only
thing that ever excited me
about Thanksgiving is that the
next day we would put up our
Christmas tree.
Once I finally realized I had
no memories that stood in my
mind from Thanksgiving, I
decided to really think about
what the meaning of Thanksgiving is. I realized the reason
that myself, and many others,
forget about Thanksgiving' is
because the sole purpose of
Thanksgiving is to give and
love. These two virtues seem
easy, but in fact, many people
tend to forget them.
This past weekend I celebrated Thanksgiving early with my
mom's side of the family. I now
can look back and say I do have
fond memories of Thanksgiving. I took several opportunities to sit back and watch my
family and friends in action,
and what I saw was amazing.
There was a lot of giving and a
lot of love. The children amazed
me by knowing what the true
meaning of Thanksgiving really was. They told me about how
they were going to give out food
baskets next week to needy
families. The children were so
excited because they knew they
were helping someone in need.
After this weekend I can now
say I'm very excited about
going to Louisiana over
Thanksgiving break to visit my
dad's family. 1 was excited
before, but that was because I
was getting out of Murray. Now
I can say I want to go to experience what I did last weekend.
I now have n new outlook on
Thanksgiving. I don't see it just
as Christmas is on the way, but
now I ~e it as a day of nothing
but giving and loving.

Lori Burling is the viewpoint
editor for "The Murray State
News."
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First amendment rights taken too far
I'm writing this article about the First
Amendment because I think it is very
important and there is a gross misun·
derstanding about it.
When the Revolutionary War was
fought, it was fought for freedom
against a country offering little freedom
at that time. British oppression in the
18th century was far worse than we
could ever imagine today. War broke
out. Thousands of our soldiers died.
They died for freedom of religion.
They died so future American citizens
could be part of the political process in
their new government-neigh, so they
could be the political process. They died
so people could safely raise their voices
and ideas could actually be put to a
vote.
These things did not exist before and
still do not exist in many countries
today. They fought that gruesome war
so all this could be possible, so all people
could be considered equal. They fought
for life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
They did not shed their blood so I
could walk into a classroom and spout
out a string of meaningless profanities
for no other reason than to make myself

In My
()pinion
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feel better.
Freedom of speech is very important.
When young pE'Ople protested the Vietnam War, that was freedom of speech.
When Victoria Woodhull ran for president in 1872, 48 years before women
were granted suffrage, that was free·
dom of speech. When Martin Luther
King inspired the Civil Rights movement that changed America , that was
definitely freedom of speech.
The world iA, of course, still far from
perfect, and probably alwa)s will be.
However, when I take a long hard look
at history and the world today on a global scale, and the relative freedom we
now have here, it gives rne an f'nlightened perspective on my own dny-to·day
situations. In light of all this, T cannot

find it any where in me to give even one
ounce of sympathy to Romcone who is
whining and sniveling about his or her
precious "right" to be senselessly rude
to other human beings for no good reason. What a waste of my time.
H is amazing how quickly we forget
where we came from and how quickly
we toke thing~ for granted. It is amazing how quickly we become spoiled rotten and apathetic about things that
really matter and how we fight so hard
for our own personal trivialities while
we let the rest of the world rot around
us.
Some people think ~exual harassment
laws arc a violation of the First Amendment.
Besides having freedom of speech, the
Constitution also states all people are
created equal and have the right to life,
liberty aud the pursuit of happiness. A
man who openly degrades a woman in
public is not a high-minded, rcvolutwn·
ary and progressive individual who is
scorching his tired hands on the torch of
freedom. He is a closed-minded, ignot·ant and fearful individual who is perpetuating the patriarchal myth of the
male dominance for the suke of protect-

Officials lacking clear
judgement in intramurals
For many Murray State students, intramural sports are an
important part of social life on
campus. With this being the end
of the fall semester, flag football
is winding down its season. In
•my opinion, it's good flag football
ends this week.
·
The reason I say this is
because I am afraid if the season
lasted any longer, someone
would be seriously hurt at a
game because of some officials'
negligence.
I realize these are serious
charges, but I have serious concerns about the flag football portion of our intramural program.
Earlier this year, Murray
State's former intramural director.. Sherri Gallimore, left MSU
for a job in Louisville. A new
intramural director was said to
be hired within a month so the
rest of the fall's intramural
sports would not be affected by
her departure, but there is still
no permanent intramural director.
You might be asking what this
has to do with my complaint
about the flag football program.
Imagine trying to run a Greek
organization, SGA, RCA, RCC,
The M-urray State News or any
other student organization without some type of sponsor or
adviser. Sure, a lot of things
would still get done, but how well
would the job get done?
This brings me to my next
point. I believe the flag football
officiating system needs to be
renovated in one way or another.
For those who don't know the
current system, the officials for
all intramural games at MSU are
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ing Big Daddy White Boss's statue quo.
He is afraid of anything that threat·
ens to tear down his cozy little male
over female hierarchy, and he will
bravely rail against all attempts at free dom in the name of freedom.
How ironic.
If you're someone who has trouble
sympathizing with people who may feel
offended by your comments, then think
back to a time when people offended
you.
Perhaps they made unfair judgments
about you based on your fashion style,
hairstyle or lack thereof. It made you
angry, didn't it? You had something to
say about it, didn't you?
Now imagine how others feel when
you are prejudiced against them.
It is important to keep a more logical,
consistent and objective view on things
rather than just be fueled by subjective
feelings and agendas, lest we become
hypocrites. Remember freedom of
speech goes both ways.
An article last week was titled "Opin·
ions Lead to Responses." No duh. Whnt
does anyone expect them to do? Lead to
silence? I do understand what the word
"opinion" means and l am eJg:>{'essin~

mine right now. 1 also understand what
the editorial section of the newspaper is
for. From what I understand, it is supposed to provide a forum for open
debate among nil who are interested,
not a spotlight for the one:sided opin·
ions of a ~mall group of individuals who
work for the newspaper.
When you talk smack, people talk
back. Get used to it.
To conclude, my opinion in a nutshell
is this: When people make prejudiced
comments against others or disrespect
other people, then let the pooh-pooh
rain. When people make prejudiced
comments against others or disrespect
other people, then let the pooh-pooh
rain, because that pooh-pooh is nothing
more than the stuff they have thrown
up in the air and it is now justly falling
back down on their heads. That's called
the law of gravity. It's also called
karma. What goes around, comes
around.
That's called freedom of speech. Deal
with it.

Lisa Baker is a freshman psycholoKy

mqior.from Murrrr:.v.
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remainder of the contest because
of what should hani been illegal
contact.
These are just two example."
from one game. out of a lO·game
seaRon. In all of our games this
year, many penalties ior knocking players down, cspecinlly by
defensive linemen, and flag
guarding have not been l'nlled.
There have a)!;o been problems
~ with l:lpotting the ba ll a fter plays.
Ont• important rule that has
seemed to disappear from ~ames
is the official pulling a player's
flag aft.er a touchdown. Thb is
supposed to keep players from
illegally wrapping their flags so
the nags can't be pulled off.
These problems dnn 't just take
place in our games, however. I
have talked with players and
coaches from other residential
college teams privately, and they
share the same feelings. I'm Rure
other teams from the Greek and
independent divisi{)nR would
agree with me as well.
1believe the number of officials
on the field should be increased
to three, because iL is unreasonable to assume two officials can
watch 14 guys on more than 80
yards of playing fi<:ld The offi·
cials should also go through more
training, including live enactments of n game so they can get
experience wat<·hing a real game.
lfthis pattern continues, I fear
tor the safety of the students.
The last thing MS(J needs is
another ~tudenl death that didn't need to happen and that could
have been prevented.
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divided among the ·intramural
staff and mandatory volunteers
from all the different intramural
teams participating in that particular sport. All volunteer offi·
cials are then required to participate in an officiating clinic before
the season starts.
The first problem I have is the
so-called officiating clinics. These
meetings are supposed to be
mandatory, but as long as you
show up some time and pick up a
copy of the rules, everything is
OK. No previous football playing
experience at any level is
required to officiate. l realize this
policy is to help increase the
number of volunteers the intramural department can get, but
isn't it dangerous to turn officials
out onto the field with no previous football experience?
Whether the officials are new
or experienced, that doesn"t
excus~ the absolute lack of
missed calls by most officials and
dangerous hits happening at
games this semester . For example, on the Regents College 8
squad I played on this semester.
we had a game where two of our
best players, Eric Latendreese
and John Kelley, were put out in Ja~>on Billingsley is the assistant
the second half of our game sports editor for "The Murray
against White College for the State News."

Walks on campus can make difference in day
Despite the urgings of
Patrick Reynolds, there is an
overwhelming reason why
some of us smoke. This comes
to mind as I thread my way
between the cars in the student parking lot, seeking the
open walking space of the
bridge and campus.
Walking is a fine thing to
clear the head, and if there is
one thing I need now, it is a
clear head.
Brisk November wind, no
coat. lt is an odd feeling, not
quite cold, not quite comfortable. Just there, a tingling
presence that hovers almost
imperceptibly around the
edges of sensation .
As my feet guide me over
the bridge, I think about what
it is that clouds my mind
these days. My brain works
like a filing system on a good

•f

skeleton in the chest in the
corner.
Another cignn·ttc. R.J.
( )jJin io n Reynolds be damned.
The clutter out of the way, I
can deal with the s ubject at
ROBERT
hand. It's a typical one, I
BROWN
guess, but that doesn't make
me feel any better about it.
ll s eems my brain and some
deeper instinct are in a game
week, and like the attic of an of tug-of-war. The fight seems
octogenarian on a bad one. to have s tarted over what I
Little odds and ends, the piled s hould do about the relationcastings of a lifetime, old pic- s hip I'm in .
So b~ it. My brain, the one I
tures and clothes nnd memousually
follow, says the order
ries pile over the thing my
of
the
day
is thinking about
brain doesn't want to talk
moving
on.
The othe t· part,
about.
So I walk, and I start clear· perhaps pnde or ego or someing the mess . I recall the thing other, says s tick in there
memories and quickly file. and make it work .
This was never a problem
them away again, fold and
b{'fore.
I am n s trict nrlherP.nt
sort the clothes, hang the picto
the
three
wePk system of
tures and search out the

In My

dating, and usually the line "I
don't think we should get
emotionally attached" comes
out of my mouth about two
weeks into dating someone. lt
didn't this time. The difficult
thing is dealing with the
reverse of the situation.
The deciding blow is the
knowledge, that it isn't really
in my hands anymore. The
matter is decided. But the old
Hendrix precept of "Stone
Free" just hasn't ever felt so
bad. Karma, I decide, is a
bitch.
I pass Fine Arts and light
another Camel. I let it out in
slow puffs that linger around
my head like ghosts before
vanishing into the night. I'm
chain-smoking, but what the
hell.
I guess lack of desire for
commitment is understand-

able . You don't break away
from the i t·on grip of mom and
dad to instantly find a Rurrogate sense of comfort. Maybe
the young women who adhere
to this are wise in not giving
their hearts to us boys. Most
of us will break it, waste it or
Jose it.
The problem is that in any
relationship you have to be
willing to make that crucial
step toward emotional entanglement. It's a tough issue.
Trust is still the hardest ~bing
to achieve, and the easiest to
shatter.
l"ve rounded the Quad. The
choice now is simple, tum
back or sit. I decide to keep
walking. The winrl has gotten
genuinely c~ld now; it whips
down my collar and into my
face, hunching me over into a
closed pose. Then again , perI

~

haps it isn't the wind.
I keep thinking about the
concept of change. Usually,
the I Ching will do wonders
for the mind in flux . I turn my
steps back home to look for
the book.
Campus is deserted, except
for other walkers, a prettyfaced girl out with her dog,
who surges forward against
the res traint of the leash, and
a couple, inured by each other
against the cold, who lean
against the Curris Center and
tunc out the world. Around
them walks a pensive young
man with a head full of words,
hunched over into the wind.
A good walk. My mind is
clear.

Robert Brown is a junior theatre and journalism major
from Ou·ensboro.
(
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can raise
money working at RSEC
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Carousel horse

"(The money) will probably go to Ca mpus
•RSEC: Organizations that work the
Lights,"
Seiler said. "(It will) help pay guest
concession stands can earn 12 percent of
artists to come and perform."
their profits during games and events.

Bv

LEE RmLAFF

STAFF WRtnR

The Regional Special Events Center is looking
for student organizations to work concession
stands for basketball games and other events.
Currently, Phi Mu Alpha, the music fraternity,
is the only student organization that has signed
a contract with the RSEC.
Barbara Sanders, concessions operational
manager for the RSEC, said she would prefer
more groups work concessions.
"I need two to three more groups to sign up,"
she said.
A student organization keeps 12 percent of
what it sells in its stand. By working two out of
the four concession stands during the Southern
lllinois basketball game, Phi Mu Alpha cleared
approximately $254. The other two stands were
handled by workers found through an unemployment agency to work part-time. Sanders
said she would prefer to have students work
instead.
Matt Seiler, sophomore from Charleston, Mo.,
worked in one of the stands for Phi Mu Alpha.
·He said during the first three games, Phi Mu
Alpha raised more than $500. The money from
the stands will help the fraternity put on its
events.

Sanders said some sororities have worked but
have not signed a contract. A signed contract is
necessary for a student organization to work for
a long period of time. An organization can work
a stand a few times to see how it likes i.t, however.
. "You can work a couple of times more or less to
test drive it and see," Sanders said.
Groups are hesitant to sign because they are
concerned about committing t hemselves,
Sanders said.
"They just don't want to commit and promise
to sign a contract that they know they cannot
meet and I can't blame them for that," Sanders
said. ·
Seiler said P hi Mu Alpha will be able to work
during winter break.
"A lot of our members live in town and they're
staying home for the holidays," Seiler said.
Santters said she and the University would be
cooperative with groups who signed up to work
but could not field a full work force during
breaks.
"They're very understanding, and I am too.
that during Christmas I won't be a ble to use
(student groups,)" Sanders said. "Sororities and
fraternities and the residential colleges, I know I
cannot count on them to work during the holidays."

c- Concession P
fsblish sausage

Michael Ward/The News

Marla C upa, freshma n from Indianapolis, warm s up he r horse Connor before riding
him at the W e stern Kentucky Expo Ce nter.

WQTV will run campus news
settling on an agreement
with WQTv.
Bv
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John Simanowitz/fhe News

Since Murray State's acquisition of WQTV, it has been a
slow transition phasing the station into University use, but
things are getting better.
Channel 46, WQTV, was
legally transferred to Murray
State in March . It was not until
July that the station hired a
station manager. Since then,
WQTV has hired a staff and is
gradually giving the University
control. This is n slow process
that is leaving some people
impatient.
Ted Wendt, dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication, said people need to
put themselves in the shoes of

o~ ~\..E.CTRONtc "~

First Baptist Church - Mztrray, l<Y

· FREE TICKET REQUEST FORM
"The Murray Christmas Festival"
will be presented

Sunday, Dec. 6
5 p.m. and 7:15p.m.
(Please follow the numbered steps in order to handle your
THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL free ticket request)

,

1.

Name________________~--------~~-+~~~------~~---Address,_ _____---:,....,.-:----r-O:::....:;.,~:
City,.;___ _ _ _

2.

~--

Circle the time you wish to attend.

3.
4.

Address request to:

5.

THE MURRAY CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 SOUTH FOURTH ST.
MU RRAY, KY 42071

___ _ Please send tickets to me for another time if my requested time
is unavailable.
_ __ Do not send me any tickets if my requested time is not available.

Resetvation requests w ill be filled in the order in which they are received.
Tickets may be ordered BY MAI L ONLY. No telephone orders can be
accepted. If there are problems in receiving tickets, please call 753-1854
between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. after November 30!
Please order only those tickets which you require so that others may have the joy of attending.
Thanks!!

'--

-·- *

-

---

the University and experience
this process as it happens.
"This University has never
run a full-blown broadcast
channel before," Wendt said.
"We have to get our priorities
straight first. We need to get
the station up and nmning and
get the trust of the viewers.
"We can then turn to the mission of the station," he said.
"We want to be an arm of the
University and be a service as
part of the instructional mission."
Wendt feels people need to
remember this process takes
time.
''(This is) a process of rebuilding," Wendt said. "We had to
move the facility to this building. People should realize that
this takes time. We've gone
through a big programming
change."
The transition is continuing

-TV-11: The University is

but is soon to show the fruits of
the transfer as WQTV will soon
start running a series of news
briefs from the Murray State
campus.
Wendt hopes this will eventually lead to a regular news
broadcast. He also said the station is focusing on not just student program ming but a lso
local programming.
"It's not so much about j ust
student programming, but local
programming, as well and how
to pay for it," Wendt said.
Ideas for future programming include the expanding
sports coverage by possibly
covering baseball and women's
sports. Wendt said this will be
an expensive venture.
Alth ough WQTV will eventually carry more student programming, TV-11 will continue
to be used as a proving ground
and as a lab for students.

months
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*Ha nds-on "Industry-Sensitive"
~
program
~ *Many fields of specialization
-< after graduation
*Outstanding job placement
program
*Financial aid to those who
qualify
THE CAREERS:
Industricfl Electronics - Avionics Computer Technology
Communications - Automation Bio-Medical Electronics - And
More!
THE COMPANIES:
Tennessee Valley Authority North Star Steel - Rockwell
International - Nortel - Hewlett
Packard - Intel - And More!
Classes Start January 25

Call Today For More
Information!

1-800-995-4438
The Institute Of
Electronic Technolo
SINCE 1964

509 South 30th St.
Paducah, KY 42001
444-9676
800-995-4438
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University raises goals to attract transfer . students.
•Scholarships: Phi Theta
Kappa international honor
society is working with the
University to help recruit
students.
BY T ONI FRUIA
CONTRIBUTING WRir£R

Five new scholarships are
now available to transfer students because of a partnership
between the University Scholarship Office and the headquarters of Phi Theta Kappa,
the international honor society
of two-year colleges.
These scholarships are for
half of tuition and fees, Jennifer Young, admissions counselor, said. Thi!' means anywhere from $l,ln0 to $3,000 a
year will go to each scholarship
recipient. Recipients must be
Phi Theta Kappa members.

The
scholarships
were
formed as one part of University President Kern Alexander's
new recruitment initiative fortransfer students for the 199899 academic year.
Young is spending the year
traveling to community col leges throughout Kentucky and
neighboring
states,
and
Alexander has raised the
recruitment goals for this year
because of the extra time and
attention being directed to
transfer students.
Young says she hal) encountered an extremely positive
response at area community
colleges when she has mentioned the University's new
involvement with Phi Theta
Kappa.
"I'm just thrilled that we
were able to set aside dollars
for Phi Theta Kappa members,"

Young said. ''I hope we'U get
even more once everyone sees
the high-quality students these
scholarships will attract."
She is also excited a bout
what it means to the new
recruitment initiative to be
working with the honor society.
"I am really looking forward
to working with the Phi Theta
Kappa headquarters as a
recruitment tool," Young said.
"They have such an abundance
of information, and they specialize in students from twoyear colleges, so their assistance will be extremely helpful
to us with our new recruitment
goals."
One of the top reasons given
by community college students
for why they are attending a
community college as opposed
to a four-year university is the
cost of tuition, Young said. A

big part of Murray State's new
recruitment drive is geared
toward these students. Young
spends a great deal of time discussing the financia l assistance
(loans. gra nts and scholars hip
progra ms) available to students
at Murray State.
In addition to the new schola rships, Young str esses the
Achievement Scholar ship Program. This program offers fulltime students at Murray State
from selected counties in
Alabama, Georgia, Illinois,
In diana, Missouri and Tennessee scholarships valued at
$1,250 each semester. To
receive an achievement scholarship, a student must reside
in a designated county, meet
baccalaureate
admissions
requirements, pay for campus
housing and register as a fulltime student.

Phi Theta Kappa International
Honor Society For two year colleges
Largest honor society in American
higher education
1.3 million
members
11 00 chapters
nationwide
Must complete
a minimum of
12 hours in
associate degree
with a 3.5 GPA.
Source: www.ptk.net
John Sim<mowitzJThe News
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Value Meal
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Show your Student I.D.
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Cardlo-Kickboxlng ta easy to
leam. No complicated choreogra-

phy.

COOL WHIP
TOPPING
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PEAS
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RED
CARROT CAKES
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The waiting
Is the hard·
est part. but
one of these
girls could
be cast for
the produc·
tion of " The
Nutcracker."
The tension
is high while
these balleri·
nas converse
excitedly and
walt for their
numbers to
be called for
their audi·
tions.

Volunteers needed
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center is
searching for volunteers.
The Calloway County 4H Council is In need of
club leaders and shortterm project leaders. The
Calloway County Senior
Citizen Center needs people for friendly visiting and
to help deliver Meals On
Wheels In the morning.
Murray Family YMCA
needs volunteers for afterschool programs and the
teen center. Need Line
needs help with project
harvest for holiday food
baskets, and Big Brothers/Big Sisters needs seven
big brothers to help with
activities for children on
the waiting list.
Anyone interested in
these and other volunteer
opportunities
should
phone jason Jennings at
762-61 17 or 762-3803.

Free self-defense
seminar to be held
Martial Arts America
and the brothers of Sigma
Chi fraternity invite all
local children to register
and attend a free self·
defense seminar on Thursday, Dec. I 0.
rrhe seminar, for children
ages 7 to 12, will be held
fr<?m 6 to 7 p.m. at Martial
Ar.ts·America. It will teach
several basic self-defense
techniques and afterward
" Hut will provide free
Pizza
piZza to the participants.
farents are encouraged
to bring a coat to donate
to the Sigma Chi Coats for
Kids drive or a small donation to assist the fraternity's ongoing support for
the Children's Miracle
Network.
For more information
phone 753-611 I.

Annual Christmas
choir performs
All
choir
groups
throughout the state are
invited to join the I I th
annual Kentucky Christ·
mas Chorus on Dec. IS in
lexington's Rupp Arena.
The program is free and
runs from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
The final hour will be televised live on WKYT-TY,
channel 27, in lexington
and WYMT-TV, channel
57, in Hazard.
'
Choirs and large groups
should register by Nov. 30.
The Kentucky Christmas
Chorus is sponsored by
the Kentucky Eye Institute,
WKYT~TY, WMYT-TV and
the
lexington-Fayette
•
urban county government
F.or more information or
tb register, phone (606)
•
258-3026.
.
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compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.
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Roger Reichrnullv' Guest

Ballet come$ to campus
BY REKA ASHLEY
AsSISTANT (OUEGE LIFE EDITOR

The Murray Civic Music Association will
present the
Nashville Ballet's performance
of "The Nutcracker" on Nov. 29
at 2 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
The association generally puts
on shows at Lovett Auditorium
each year, including Broadway
musicals such as "Camelot" and
well-known orchestras. The
association has been in existence since 1959. It is currently
celebrating its 40th anniversary
season.
Roger Reichmuth, president

of the association, Raid there
were 33 local youths who audi·
tioned. Most of thesP. were children who will have smaller roles
in the production. He said the
children did not have to have
prior experience in ballet to be
chosen.
"For the most part, the children had to show a quick ability
to learn," he said. "They also
chose some of the children based
on height and age. They had to
be at least 10 and fit into the
costumes that were available."
Reichmuth said th£~rc are an
estimated 50 performers who
will be in the production. The

principal roles will be perfonned
by the Nashville Ballet.
The ballet is not the only production the association will put
on this year. In ~"'eb'ruary, the
association will present "M~ and
My Girl," a Broadway musical
that will also be held in Lovett
Auditorium.
The ballet is free for Murray
State students with their I.D.,
$20 for adults and $10 for any
other students. Discounts are
available for large groups if they
order tickets in advance. For
additional information phone
762-3737.

Roser Reichmuth/ Guest
Ballerinas throughout the area stretch while warming up before
"The Nutcracker" auditions.

•

Cast succeeds in giving play life
PlayI<evieu/
Matthew Pate
"Jesus Christ Superstar"
What's the buzz? Jesus Christ, that's
what.
The theatre department is currently
putting on a production of Andrew Lloyd
Webber's "Jesus Christ Superstar" in
Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
Combining scripture and song into
one production, this rock opera provides
for a truly unique experience.

From the opening scene, where Judas
confesses his feelings about his savior, I
was entranced with Webber's interpretation of the Bible.
The key to all this is the play is not set
in biblical times, but rather the 21st century, which really helps one relate to
what is going on. The production does a
good job of depicting Jesus as a man and
the decisions he has to make as a man in
the world despite knowing his fate all
the while.
So the story is good, but I suppose
everyone already knew that; it was, after
all, a Broadway production and a movie.

I suppose the real question is how well
our theatre department pulls it ofT. It
does it in exceedingly good fashion, right
down to being e!';corted to your seat hy a
cast member dressed as a soldier.
The vocals are rocking all the way
through, w~ich shows the real talent of
all those involved. It is one thing to
sound good when the curtain opens but
an entirely different thing to still sound
as good when the curtain closes. The cast
not only sings well but is also complemented with good emotion, something
not easily done when every word is sung.
The little things also help this story of

a modern day redeemer hecome more
enjoyable. The set gives an eerie tone
from t.he beginning, made from metal
and lit in a dark manner. 'rhe orchestr~
is also well-manned, complementing, not
hindering, the talented vocal cast.
All in all, the production was a true
eye-opener in every sense of the word.
Some will he shocked by the gravity the
production conveys, but I'm pretty sure
Webber wasn't trying to put anybody to
sleep when he wrote the thing.

"Jesus Christ Superstar'' - A

Organizations work together in helping needy
financial contributionr; fur the Angel
winter months."
Fund or support for the many projects.
One
of
the
other
major
projects
is
the
STAff WRITEJt
Community Resource Fair, which is held Any organization willing to assist in any
With the holiday season approaching, annually in September. This allows way is more than welcome.
several community organizations are many American Humanics students to
making it easier to get into the spirit of get involved, as well as other organiza- Youth Service Centers
The Youth Service Centers are the
giving. Some human service organiza- tions and students on Murray State's
campus,
Largin
said.
For
example,
this
counterpart
to the Family Resource Centions in Calloway County make it their
mission to serve less fortunate families. past year four senior nursing students ter, serving middle school and high
assisted with the free medical and den- school students. The only difference is
tal screenings the Family Resource Cen- the Family Resource Center focuses on
The Family Resource Center
The Family Resource Center, located ter provided to the public. Currently, the the family structure surrounding the
in East CaJloway County Elementary center has one American Humanics student and the Youth Service Centers
focus on the students themselves. ServSchool, serves county preschool and ele- intern and a graduate assistant.
"There is a good match between the ing the city school system are similar
mentary students. The organization
serves families in effort to help kids have community and the campus," Largin Family and Youth Resource Centers. All
these individual organizations come
an easier time learning, Vernita Largin, said.
Having
the
intern,
graduate
assistant
together and ultimately have the same
director of Court Appointed Special
Advocates, a program within the Family and numerous volunteers creates oppor- purpose. Hemdon said.
Resource Center, said. Specific help tunities for the students to develop congiven includes financial assistance, tacts in the field as well as gain expericlothing and mental and medical health ence with service projects, Herndon said. Need Line
Another program is recycling days.
Another human service organization
referrals.
Largin said she notices an increase in The last one was Oct. 24 and the ne~t in Calloway County is Need Line. Need
need around the holiday season, but one will be Jan. 9, which will be held in Line provides short-tcnn emergency
knows the need is there all year. The the parking lot of Stewart Stadium. This help, maintain.s a food pantry and
Family Resource Center hns a belief that i~ a time the community can bring assists families financially, Kathie Gen·
"no child should wake up without a paper, aluminum cans, glass, used try, executive director, said.
motor oil, plastic, clothing and other
Much like the Family Resource CenSanta Claus," and therefore invests n lot
recyclable goods. Usually there are ter, Gentry has witnessed the increase of
of energy this time of the year lo the
about 20 to 25 students volunteering for need during the holiday sca~on. Some of
Santa Project. Thi~ allows children in
this cause, Herndon said.
Need Line's efforts include matching
the community to be "adopted" and have
"Murray Slate is a valuable support- families with volunteers to support them
some of their requests and needs met.
for the Thanksgiving holiday and maker," she said.
With this belief is the motivation to be
The motto of the Family Resource Cen- ing Christmas basket~; for numerous
a part of the community-wide Angel ter is "Whatever it takes." Herndon said families in December. Gentry said last
Tree event as well . Last year this effort the center strives to "make possible for year the organization made 250 baskets.
supported 1,099 children.
"There is the most congestion of activevery child to achieve their full poten"We have an Angel Fund all year," tial, without distractions and with ities during the holiday season, but that
Donna Herndon, coordinator of the Fam· resources, even if their family is lacking is only because everyone likes to have a
ily Resource Center, said. "We meet the necessary funds."
festive holiday," Gentry said.
needs of children all year all the time,
Not only docs this mission involve sacNeed Line also has many American
but there is more pressure during the rifice:; of time to volunteer, but also Humanics students volunteer with a
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variety of things. These include volunteering time in the office, stocking the
food pantry shelves and raistng food for
the different programs.
The food pantry is a continuous program which is dominantly supported by
the local churches that keep a basket in
the sanctuary for random donationR of
food items. Gentry described the holiday
season as the time of the year that
··doors are being knocked em" for food.
Something she sees as important is to
carry the program beyond the November
and December time frame with plenty of
contributions.
In order to balance the food pantry and
the donations it receives, Need Line
orders necessary products, which many
times include meat, from a place in Mayfield that supplies the USDA foods need·
ed.
''We want to provide for those families
that, might otherwise fall through the
cracks," she said.
Need Line also welcomes volunteers
and contributions all year long.

Working as a team
Because all these organizations are so
similar. it is only natural that they collaborate on ideas, referrals and projects.
Gentry, Largin and Herndon all commented on the importance of cooperation
within the county.
"This particular county ha:; become
well-known for collaborating among
agencies," Gentry said. "This allows us
Lo do a much better job of meeting more
needs."
Anyone interested in volunteering
mny co11tact the ~~amily Resource Center
at 762-7333 or Need Line at 753-6333.
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Jewel's 'Spirit' lacks emotion
the same strumming style the
folksy songs have. It is probably my favorite song on the
Kyle Shadoan
album.
"Hands" is the only song on
Jewel - "Spirit"
the album that incorporates
the soft. piano sound. It is totalJewel - immediately people
ly different than the songs on
associate her with hard, raw
the rest ofthe album.
emotion. We think of tear-jerk1 like two or three songs off
ing ballads about love, life,
the album, but I can't decide if
hatred and kindness. We think
I like it as a whole. It is one of
of poetic lyrics and folksy
those albums you don't dislike,
acoustic guitar. Well, not much
but you are also not really into
has changed. She has released
and crazy about. It may be an
a new album titled "Spirit,"
album you just have to grow
which has 13 tracks on it.
into before you really enjoy. Of
However, one difference does
course, if you didn't like Jewel's
seem to have taken place. This
first album, you're probably not
album seems to lack the very
going to like this one.
emotional songs that gave her
"Spirit" just seems to be lackbig hits such as "Foolish
ing those certain songs that
Games" and "You Were Meant
grab
you and really move you.
For Me."
Atlantic records It may be good to put on and
The current single off"Spirit"
is "Hands," which is good musi- Jewe l's long-await ed new CD see m s to lack the Intense emotion listen to just to relax, but it's
not a CD you can really get
cally and is an interesting that m ade " Pieces of You" so popular.
into.
song, but it is not nearly as Therefore, it appeals to a large funky sounding song with
emotional as one would expect. group of people. I know people catchy lyrics nnd a rock sound.
The rest of the album reflects who a~~e fans that are into hard The guitar is acoustic, but isn't "Spirit"- C+
this. Each song seems to repeat music, others who are into pop ,...---:---- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ,
the same topics of religion, and rap and then some, like my
praying, kindness and love. very own mother, who are into
Terrapin Station
\ Sunset B~levard Music
Her first album had more vari- light rock and classic rock.
ety and emotion, which makes
1. Method Man - " Tical 2000:
1. Method Man - "TTcal
I personally like several
better songs. Music should be songs off her first album,
Judgement
Day"
2000: Judgement Day"
about the emotions, feelings "Pieces OfYou," but this album
/ 2. Jewel - "Spirit"
t
2. Outkast - "Aquemlni"
and ideas ofthe performer, and just isn't quite the same.
f 3. Ice Cube -"War and
a variety of these things proMost of the songs on "Spirit"
3. R Kelly - "R" I
Peace, Vol. 1"
vides a better album.
are folk-sounding songs like

MusicReviell'

Although some of Jewel's
most emotional songs are very
depressing, it is something we
can relate to. It is something
that is real and almost everyone has felt before, and listeners can associate with it.

"Deep Water," "What's Simple
Is True" and "Do You." These
songs do provide very interesting and poetic lyrics, which is
another characteristic that has
made Jewel a star.
"Down So Long" is more of a
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to those
inducted into
the[ollowing
organization
Omicron DeltaKappa
Riunn Aldrich
Stitfey Buchanan
KarenRllhlfs
.Julie\\iillingham
J•si U1i
Stacey Buchanan
l'enessuErvin
t--- . .
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your sistersinA~n

4. Monifa - "Mo'hogany"

5. U2 -"The B Sides"

Garth Brooks - "Double Live"

Garth Brooks - "Double Live"
John Simanow1tz/The News

WeekA/J("ac/
Friday, Nov. 20

Sunday, Nov. 22

•Theatre - "Jesus Christ Superstar" with music by Andrew
Lloyd Webber and lyrics by Tim
Rice. Robert E. Johnson The·
atre in the Doyle Fine Arts Center, 7 p.m. Phone 762-4421 for
ticket information.
•Intercollegiate rodeo - West
Kentucky Exposition Center,
7:30p.m. $8 adults; $5, ages 7
to 12; free, under age 6. Phone
762·3125 for more information.
eCLEP testing - Ordway Hall,
room 206, 8 a.m. Phone 762·
6851 for more information.
•Seminar - Abundant Ute Christian Center presents a praise
and worship seminar. Guest
speaker Psalmist Karen Taylor
from Potterhouse Ministries in
Dallas, 7 p.m.

•Bible study - MCF house, 7
p.m.
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha,
Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
•Choral Union and University
Chorale - Lovett Auditorium,
3:30p.m.
•String project recital - Farrell
Recital Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, 2 p.m.
•High school rodeo - West
Kentucky Exposition Center, 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. Phone 762-3039
for more information.
•Seminar -Abundant Ufe Chris·
tian Center presents a praise
and worship seminar. Guest
speaker psalmist Karen Taylor
from Potterhouse Ministries in
Dallas, 11 a.m.

Saturday, Nov. 21

•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart
lobby, 9 p.m.
eQuad state junior band festf·
val- Lovett Auditorium, all day.

Monday, Nov. 23
•Theatre - "Jesus Christ Superstar" with music by Andrew
Lloyd Webber and lyrics by Tim
Rice. Robert E. Johnson Theatre in the Doyle Fine Arts Center, 7 p.m. Phone 762-4421 for
ticket information.
•Fall Senior Day - Open-house
for high school seniors. Curris
Center, 1 to 5 p.m. Phone 762·
3002 for more information.
•Junior rodeo - West Kentucky
Exposition Center. Phone 762·
3039 for more information.
•Intercollegiate rodeo - West
Kentucky Exposition Center,
7:30 p.m. $8 adults; $5, ages 7
to 12; free, under age 6. Phone
762·3125 for more information.
•Seminar -Abundant Life Christian Center presents a praise
and worship seminar. Guest
speaker psalmist Karen Taylor
from Potterhouse Ministries in
Dallas, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
•Barrel race - West Kentucky
Exposition Center, 8:30 a.m.
Phone 762-3039 for more information.

Tuesday, Nov. 24
•Red Pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m. •
•Bible study - Newman House,
5p.m.
•Nursing home ministry - Chi
Alpha house, 6:15p.m.
•Deadline - The Clark College
Theatre Club will be attending
the musical "Cats" at the Tennessee Performing Arts Center
on Feb. 27. Any persons wishing to attend need to pay $27.50 •
to Stephen Horwood by today.
The first 20 people to pay will be
able to attend. Contact Horwood
at
stephen.horwood@murraystate.edu.
VVednesda~No~25

•Thanksgiving - Classes dismissed and University closed for '
break. Classes resume on Nov.' •
30 at 7:30 a.m.

They said after graduation you'd
Have plenty of opportunities.
Use your degree to open some new doors.
College grads get 5 .9 °/o APR
on a new Sentra
After finals, take a test drive in a 1999
Nissan® Sentra®. Because right now, Nissan
Motor Acceptance Corporation's SIGNATURE
GRADUATE Financing Program offers
qualified new college grads 5.9% APR
financing, up to 60 months." • Plus, for
qualified lease applicants, NMAC will waive
the lease security deposit. And for qualified
buyers, we'll defer your first payment for
90 days""

Just provide proof of a jobt and confi rm that you'll be
a college graduate within the next six monthst and
you can drive away in your very own Nissan Sentra,
named a "Best Buy for 1998" Consumers
Digest. So stop by your nearest Nissan Retailer
today, because now you can use your college
education to open the door to a
new Nissan Sentra.

Performance by UNITY and the
Young Sisters Speaking Out
Understanding Need In The Youth (UNITY)
is a Community Drill Team- Murray
Young Sisters Speaking Out (YSSO)
is from Ninth St. Tabernacle
Baptist Church - Paducah
YSSO Presenting: uA Rose Is Still A Rose"
When: November 22, 1998
Where: Murray State University
Curris Genter {Large Ballroom)
Time: 6 p.m. -Eree Admission

For more information about Signature GRADUATE, see the Nissan website @www.nissan-usa.com or:

CHUCK MULLEN NISSAN
3164 Park Ave.
Paducah, Ky
443-0946

Sponsored by: Women's SP-iritual Explosion Ministry
• Pastor Norris E. Mills • St. John Baptist Church •
The Murray Stale News makes a great gift.
Order your gift subscription today!!
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·Debate team
takes first place
BY j ULIE WOLFE
STAFF WRITER

Murray State's speech and
debate team is having quite a
year. The team won a debate
hosted in Owensboro on Nov. 7
for the fourth year in a row.
The team is sponsored by the
University and travels to different universities all over the
country to compete.
The debate team will participate in four debates this
semester at other universities,
and members of the team will
travel to Michigan for nationals next semester.
"We do a combination of
speech and debate," assistant
director Bobby Goebel said.
"The speeches can be informal,
persuasive or dramatic speeches."
There are 12 members of the
team. Most of the members of
the team have scholarships for
speech and debate. The team
won more than 35 trophies
while competing with more
than a dozen teams at the tournament.
"We took first at the LincolnDouglas Debate at Western
and won the entire tournament
in Owensboro," Crystal Coel,
director of the debate team,
said.
"Being on the speech team
helps develop communication
skills, and it is something fun
to do on the weekends," Maria
Locklear, president of the
debate team, said. "Being
involved looks good on a
resume, and it opens a lot of
doors of opportunity."

Locklear is also president of
Kentucky Forensics Association Student Organization, a
statewide speech organization.
The speech and debate team,
in addition to competing with
other universities, also works
with the residential colleges
and their debate teams.
The residential college
debate societies held their second debate of the semester
Monday.
Hester
College
defeated Richmond College by
a 36-34 vote. The topic of the
debate was whether the media
should regulate television violence.
The final debate of the
semester for the residential
colleges, the annual Board of
Regents Debate, will be held
on Thursday, Dec. 3, from 7 to
8:30 p.m. in Wrather Auditorium.
The topic of the debate will
be "College administrators
should be allowed to conduct
searches of students' college
rooms if there is sufficient reason to believe that a crime
could take place." The debate
will be between White and
Springer-Franklin Colleges.
On each team will be a member of Murray State's speech
and debate team and a member of the community. Admission is free to the debate and
refreshments will be served.
Students interested in getting involved with speech and
debate should contact Coel and
will be put in touch with the
captain of their college team.
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406 S. 12th St.
• Designer & brand name fashions
for the entire family
• Bridal & Formal Wear
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Have dinner Caribbean style
BY TARA SHELBY
Watn tt

STAFF

The second annual pre-Thanksgiving
dinner will be held by the Caribbean Student Association Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Curris Center ballroom to raise scholarship money for Caribbean students.
The association is selling tickets at $10
for the semi-formal event. The food will be
Caribbean style with drinks such as strawberry daiquiris. Entertainment will be provided by the association, including bongo
drums, singers and poetry readings.
The purpose of the dinner is to raise
money for a scholarship to be offered to a
Caribbean student.
"We're trying to set up a fund for the
financially crippled," Valentino Williams,
Caribbean Student Association acting

president, said.
anyono can be a member.
The association is planning to start by
"We come together as a group so people
offering a book scholarship, later adding can feel at home," Williams said. "The
room and board and eventually increasing association meets their special needs, and
it to a full tuition scholarship. Students in we share a culture as we did back home."
need of the scholarship are being found
The association meets every other Monthrough the association's connections at day at 3 p.m. in the Curris Center. Its
home with assistance from the University,
future plans inclu9-e visiting West View
Williams said.
'Nursing Home the Thursday after
"We're trying to help our brothers and
Thanksgiving break.
sisters better themselves," he said.
Williams says many American students
Everybody is invited to the dinner, but
have
misconceptions about Caribbean stutickets must be purchased by Friday. Last
dents.
,year there were approximately 70 people
"We're more than suntans," he said.
in attendance, but this year the association is hoping to increase that to 150, "We're real students with goals."
Anyone who wishes to attend the
Williams said.
The association began in 1988. It cur- Caribbean Thanksgiving dinner can buy
rently has 15 active members. Although tickets by calling Valentino Williams at
the Caribbean Student Association was 753-1021.
originally formed for Caribbean students,

Students protect human rights
I

to support human rights on the
Amnesty works to promote Murray's campus is to "get the
BY j ULIE W OLFE
national
and
global
level.
It
awareness
of the Universal word out and educate the pubSTAFF W RITEl
works to free people imprisoned Declaration of Human Rights. lic about the human rights vioImagine being imprisoned for solely because of sex, race or The group also opposes the lations going on locally and in
having a different religion or religion. Amnesty also works to death penalty and is making other countries," Kristy Welsh,
color than th e majority of those end torture and executions and efforts to abolish it in the Unit- founder of Amnesty Internain your country. Imagine being to get fair trials for all prison- ed States and throughout the tional at Murray State, said.
world.
"Right now we are trying to
tortured because you believe ers.
Amnesty International USA
According to · "Amnesty get the word out," Buster
something different than those
in power. This kind of thing is well-known worldwide for its Action," the newsletter pub- Rochelle, vice president of Murmight not happen in our coun- activities and was even award- lished by Amnesty Internation- ray's Amnesty International
try, but it happens quite regu- ed a Nobel Prize in 1977 for its al USA, the group was recently USA, said. "I got involved
larly in other areas of the work. Worldwide, the group involved in the attempt to stop because my mother was
has more than one million the execution of Karla Faye involved in a chapter in Dalworld.
Tucker. Tucker was the first las."
Now the question is, "Can we members.
AI USA will hold a holiday
The grou'p will organize letter woman put to death in Texas
do anything about these horricard action on Dec. 1 at 6 p.m.
ble conditions?" With the help writing campaigns, raise funds since the Civil War.
The members of the group in Hart College. The group will
of a new group on campus, the and contact local and state government officials to inform have high hopes for Amnesty be hand-making holiday cards
answer is yes.
Amnesty International USA them of conditions that need to International at MSU. The to send to prisoners of conmain goal for the group on science.
is an organization that works be addressed.
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Congratulations to
Joey Fortman
Kelly Hall
Anna Parker
Sticks (Amanda) Crook

Movie: "Imitation of
Life"
Barkley Room
7 p.m.

for being selected on the
KY TN Regional Seclects Side
League J: All Star Team

sponsor e d
by
Campus Activities Board
Women's Center
African-American Student Services
Ethnic Programs

Only 21 days until
FINALS!

0

0
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come and Volunteer
for

Tile Murray state
News
Winner of the Pacemaker
Award.

volunteer meeting on
Dec. to at 2 p.m. in t t5
Wilson Hall

orts
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SportslJrieJ'
Lady Racers sign
three new players
Three new players to the
Lady Racer basketball
team were announced
Wednesday.
Jill Buckman, a 6-foot-5
inch center from Smithon,
Ill., was named as one of
"50 to Watch" in the St.
louis metro area. She
played for an Amateur
Athletic Union team last
summer.
Shelly Broughton, 5foot-1 0-inch guard from
jeffersonville, Ind., averaged 12 points, four
rebounds and four assists
per game. She was a
starter for five consecutive
AAU state championship
teams.
Danielle Zimmerman, 6foot-4-inch forward from
Edgey-~ood, will be a strong
inside player for the lady
Racers, Head Coach Eddie
fields said.

Four Racers make
AII-OVC team s
Four members of the
Murray State Volleyball
team were named to the
AII-OVC Second Team.
Junior
setter
Mica
Wojinski, junior middle
hitter Rachael Kulp and
freshmen outside hitters,
Audrey Nelson and Jessica
Wood, were the Racers
selected.

Basketball teams
on road t his week
The MSU men's basketball
team plays at Belmont
University Saturday at 3
p.m. Meanwhile, the lady
Racers travel to Carbondale to face the Salukis of
Southern Illinois tonight at
seven.

Briefs are compiled by Eddie
Grant, sports editor for The
Murray State News.

SportL(Q,ht
Heather Bates
Heather Bates, is in the
Racer Sportlight this week.
Bates,
junior transfer
point guard from Connersville, Ind., led the lady
.Racers with 21 points and
six assists in their loss to
the Evansville lady Aces
on Wednesday night.
She also had a team high
27 points in the lady Racers exhibition games
against Freestyle Express
on Sunday.

Fast Fact
Clemens first with
five Cy Youngs
Toronto Blue jays hurler
Roger Clemens became
the first player in the history of major league baseball to win five Cy Young
Awards.
The award Is presented
to the top pitcher in both
:he American and Nationlleagues.

Source; "USA Today"
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Saturday

Football team falls short of OVC championship
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

"My heart is broken for these
guys tonight. It really is," An
exhausted Racer Head Coach
Denver Johnson said following
Saturday's game. "This football
team played their asses off
tonight and I couldn't be any
more proud of them even if we
had won."
The Racers fell to the visiting
Tennessee State Tigers after
they blocked a would-be gamewinning 42-yard field goal
attempt in the waning se~onds
of the game to preserve a 46-44
win and the Ohio Valley Conference title.
The game was a back and
forth battle with the Tigers
taking a 19-10 lead into the
locker room at the end of the
first half. The Racers struggled
in the first half because of a
relentless TSU defensive line
which held MSU quarterback
Justin Fuente to only 41 yards
passing and one interception.
In fact, Murray had only 62
yards of total offense for the
half, in sharp contrast to TSU's
262 yards.
One bright spot for the Racers was a 92-yard kickoff
return by Jermaine Manning,
who scored the lone MSU
touchdown in the frrst half.
The second half was a differ-

ent story for the Racers. In the
third period alone they scored
13 unanswered points to capture a 23-19 advantage with
only one quarter to play. This
was after linebacker Shadrach
Jackson blocked a TSU punt
which fellow linebacker Terrell
Black scooped up and rumbled
10 yards for the score. For their
second touchdown, Fuente
threw his first touchdown pass
of the game, when he connected
with Connie Moore for a 37yard score.
Soon after that, Fuente found
Terrence Tillman on a 38-yard
TD, which extended the Racer
advantage to 11 points. TSU
responded with a quick score
that cut the Racers' lead to
three with seven minutes
remaining.
The Fuente-Tillman connection hit pay dirt again on a play
covering 64 yards.
After TSU cut the lead to
three again, Fuente got his
third touchdown pass of the
quarter. The 13-yard strike to
Moore put the Racers up 44-34
with less than five minutes to
play.
Tennessee State came back
when quarterback Leon Murray hit Tyrone Butterfield for a
53-yard score which put TSU
up 46-44. MSU proceeded to
block the extra point, but a
penalty was assessed to MSU.
The Tigers decided to try for

Danny VoweiVThe News

W id e receiver Connie Moore tries to hold onto the ball after being tackled by two Tennessee State
defensem e n. The Racers lost the battle for the OVC title, falling to the Tigers <46-<4 ...

the two-point conversion.
Again the Racers were ready as
cornerback Rod Thompson
intercepted the attempt.
The Racers marched down
the field on four plays that culminated after a pass interference call gave the Racers a first
down on the TSU 25. Fuente
tried twice to hit Moore in the
end zone, but failed, so Johnson

opted for the field goal. Greg
Miller's kick got tipped in the
air by TSU defensive back Jarrick Hillery which sent it back
down to the turf, squashing the
Racers' hopes for the title.
"I don't think you could ask
for a more exciting, more competitive finale to the OVC season than what we had out
here," Johnson said. "My hat is

off to L.C. (Cole) and his team,
they are a fine bunch of athletes. We had 100 points scored
today and big plays on both
sides, we just came up two
points short. J wish them luck,
and I hope they represent our
conference well."
The Racers will face Indiana
State Saturday at 11:30 a.m.
in Terre Haute, Ind.

Racers take season, home opener to wire
final possession, Ricky Collum brought
the ball up the court for one last chance
to tie the game, but he could not make
good on two three-point attempts, giving the Racers a narrow victory to o~n
the new arena.
Racer Head Coach Tevestcr Anderson
said the Racers probably underestimated the Salukis.
"What happened here was we probably didn't have the kind of respect for
the Salukis we should have had,"
Anderson said. "This team won 14 and
lost 16 last year. How do you prepare for
a team with a new coach and a new
style when they hnve good players, but
have that record from last year? They
don't believe you, especially when you
get off to a 14-point lead."
Anderson was also surprised by the
low field goal percentage his team had
for the game.
"I would never have dreamed a team
Danny Voweii/The News could hold us to 36 percent shooting
Point guard Aubrey Reese p rote cts t he ball from a Southern Illinois defender in from the field," Anderson said.
Saturday's 65-62 season-opening win ove r the Salukis.
Forward Isaac Spencer, who led MSU
16 points, said the Racers may
with
game at the 4:57 mark, holding a 62-56 quiet since the first half, and the Raelead over the Racers. Then, Racer era, who seemed to have a new fire and nave gotten too caugnt up m tne
pregame excitement to keep up the
guard Marlon Towns hit the floor after intensity lit inside of them.
a defender's elbow hit him in the head.
Aubrey Reese stole a Saluki pass and same level of intensity for 40 minutes.
Towns stayed on the ground for sever- hit center Duane Virgil under the bas"Emotions were · running so high, I
al minutes, and as a precaution, Towns ket to pull the Racers within three believe we tired ourselves out," Spencer
was taken to Murray Calloway County points with just over three minutes left said. "We got out there so fast on them,
Hospital. It was later reported Towns in the game.
we ran ourselves out a little bit."
had suffered a concussion.
Over the next two minutes, the RaeThe Racers' next game will take place
The Towns' injury seemed to fire up ers managed to build a 65-62 lead, but Saturday at Belmont University, with a
the Racers' crowd, who had been very SIU wasn't finished yet. On the Salukis' 3 p.m. tip off.

BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSISTANT SPoRTS EDITOl

Opening a new arena always includes
a great deal of pomp and circumstance
before the opening tip off, but the actual game still has to be played. The Murray State Racers learned that fact firsthand last Saturday against the Southem Tilinois Salukis.
MSU came into the contest winning
seven out of its last nine home openers,
with both losses coming at the hands of
the Salukis.
The Racers came out of the gates hot,
scoring the first eight points and going
on a 23-7 run to open the game. A technical foul on SIU Head Coach Bruce
Weber helped Murray increase its lead
to 29-12.
SIU started to gain some momentum
going into the locker room, but could not
get any closer than 43-29.
. The second half was a completely different story for the Racers. SIU started
the half on a 13-6 run, led by Monte
Jenkins' five quick points, to pull within
seven points.
MSU then started a halt court trap,
but SIU broke through to pull within
five points, the closest the team had
been all game.
MSU started to slide offensively in the
second half, going more than 10 minutes without hitting a field goal. In fact,
the Racers only managed six free
throws in that time span.
SIU seemed to have control of the

.

Murray wins more important championship.

Last Saturday's OVC championship game disproved the
statement "May the best team
win," because it didn't. Granted
I may be a little biased in this
viewpoint, but so be it.
The performance of Tennessee State after the game
completely negated the work it
spent the previous three-and a
half hours completing. Mter
the final whistle, members of
the visiting Tigers literally
pounced on the north goal post,
ripping it off the base. They
then proceeded to jump up and
down and celebrate just overhead of the Racers, who were
kneeling at midfield. Soon
after, some other Tiger football
players ripped the other goal

.....
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Sports
Talk
EDDIE
G RANT

post off of its base as well,
while the Racers were inside
the locker room and after most
fans had left.
To add insult to injury, from
my vantage point only a handful of the TSU team members
bothered to shake the hands of
either Conch Johnson or the
Racers' players after a hard-

fought
game.

and

gut-wrenching

Granted, they beat us fair
and square in what I would call
one of the best football games
to ever take place at Roy Stewart Stadium, but it seemed
they had forgotten just how
close they had come to losing.
After all, they were the ones
that took a 19-10 lead into the
half, but then had to comeback
from a 30-19 deficit to even
~arn the right to celebrate.
The post-game display was
almost an insult to a Racer
team that easily put more than
110 percent into the contest,
only to lose by a single play. I
have never in my life seen a

team mock its opponent on its
AI3 a result, they have played
opponent's home field. They as valiantly as any team to ever
won the game, but there are take the field, and despite last
more dignified ways to cele- week's heartbreaking loss, I
brate than destruction of prop- know this is a tradition t.bat
erty.
will continue. No matter liow
It seems to me that the words the rest of the season pans out,
"respect your opponent" aren't this team has already made
found in the Tennessee State this a season to remember.
code of conduct.
This team has clinched a
I have had the privilege, and championship more important
I do mean privilege, to cover than the OVC crown. It has
Racer football ever since the won the True AthleteR Title, a
beginning of the Denver John- tille with lessons that will be
son era. The teams he has field- carried with the players and
ed and the members of these serve them for the rest of their
teams have been true athletes. lives. Congratulations, ypu
t
The word "quit," never entered truly deserve this honor.
their minds when other teams
would have written themselves
Eddie Grant is the sports editor
for The Murray State News.
off.

•
I

Sports
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Opponent
.to replace
goalposts

late in the contest. McFall and
Helen Beard led the Fteestyle
Express, while Heather Bates,
The Murray State Lady Rac- Danielle Watts and Tierney
ers played their only exhibition Pugh led the La4y Racer
game last Sunday at the attack.
Rqional Special Evep.ta CenAfter an MSU turnover and a
ter against the Freestyle missed jumper by Freestyle
Express, and started their reg- Express in the final seconds,
ular season against Evansville the game went into overtime.
University on Wednesday.
Bates was the whole show for
MSU led at halftime of Sun- the Racers in the evertime
day's game, and started the period, scoring eight of the
second half on a 17-9 run. The Lady Racers' 14 points. This
Freestyle
Express
then helped the Lady Racers win the
launched a comeback on the game 95-85. Bates finished
Lady Racers, scoring 14 points with a game-high 27 points for
in a four minute stretch to pull the team.
within 'two points.
.
On Wednesday night, the
Both teams went back and Lady Racers traveled to Evansforth offensively through the ville to play the Lady Aces, but
rest of the first half, before the fell short of victory.
Racers took a seven point lead
Murray State trailed 32-19 at
going into the locker room.
the half, but started the second
The Freestyle Express start- half by hitting six of its first
ed the second half with a 15-9 eight shots, igniting a 13-0 run
run, capped by a three-pointer for tht! Lady Racers.
by Jennifer McFall, to tie the
Lady Racer Head Coach
game with 13:68 left.
Eddie Fields was pleased with
The star players for both the team's performance startteams took over the scoring ing the second half.
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

AssisTANT Sloolm EOITOI

Bv EDDIE GRANT
Tennessee State University
· will make reparations for tearing down both goalposts at Roy
Stewart Stadium following the
football game Saturday.
After the contest was over,
, members of the Tennessee
-State team, band and even a
few fans rushed the north end
goalpost at the stadium. They
then proceeded to hang on the
cross bar until it ripped the
goal post from its base. After
most of the fans, and the Murray State team, had left the
field, other members of the
'fjgers football team proceeded
to do the same to the other
goalpost.

!Wry JohnSOIVGuest

Four Te nneuee State football players try to snap the second of
Roy Stewart Sbldlum's palposts last Saturday. This was abr
football team members, me m bers of the TIIW Band and TSU
fans dlsmand ed the other one.

Rob Washburn, assistant
commissioner for football for
the Ohio Valley Conference,
said no action will be taken by
the OVC. Washburn said the

conference ia going to keep the
matter between the schools.
"We have decided to let the
two schools handle the situation," he said.

MSU sends runners to NCAA regionals
STAFF REPORT

Three runners from the Murray State men's and women's
cross country teams participated in the NCAA Regionals in
Greenville, S.C., last Saturday.
Brian Palmer and J arrett
Puckett represented the men's
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Lady Racers start season

' SPain EoiToa

Associate Athletic Director
Tab Brockman said TSU's
president and athletic director
. called Murray State Monday
morning.
"School officials called us,
apologizing for the actions of
the team after the game,"
Brockman said. "We have
decided to work with Tennessee State, who has told us
they will pay for the cost of
replacing the goalposts.•
Brockman said the specifics
as far as cost and a timetable
for replacement won't be
worked out until next week.

The Murray State News

squad, while Lindsay Newlin
was there from the women's
squad.

Puckett, sophomore from
Fancy Farm, finished in 108th
place with a time of32:57.

Palmer, sophomore from
Newlin, freshman from
Benton, was the highest finish- Georgetown, Ill., came in
er for MSU with a 69th place 151st place finish out of 203
finish out of 168 runners. He runners. She finished with a
finished wjth a ti,JDe.of 32:00 ill time of .20:00 ia $JatJ,OOQ
the 10,000 meter event.
meter event.

"We did come out in the second half with a good run,"
Fields said. "We played awfully
hard, like we're capable of playing. We've got a lot of work
ahead of us. We're trying to
give the younger kids some
time and some minutes, but it
will take time for them to learn
the system."
The lead went back and forth
for the next several minutes,
but the Lady Aces fmally took
control of the contest and won
69-57.
The Lady Racers had a .421
shooting percentage for the
game, including a .515 percentage in the second half.
MSU was once again led by
Bates, who had 21 points, six
assists, nine steals and five
rebounds. Bobbi Coltharp
added 13 points for the team.
Evansville was paced by
Shyla McKibbon, who had 16
points and eight rebounds.
The Lady Racers will travel
to Southern Illinois Umversity
tonight for a game at 7.

Volleyball team ready for tourney
up for this week's Ohio Valley some work."
Conference Tournament, which
If Murray wins the contest,
will be held at Charleston, lll. the Racers' will go on to a
On Saturday, the Murray Murray goes in as the fifth seed rematch with Eastern Illinois
State volleyball team finished and takes on Austin Peay State at 6 p.m. tonight.
the regular season in a tough in the first round this morning.
Schwepker said his team
-we are looking forward to wants another shot at the
five-game match against conference leadER' Eastern Dlinois. the tournament," MSU Head Tigers.
Unfortunately, MSU fell to the Coach David Schwepker said.
"They said some things in
Tigen 19-17 in the fifth and "They have beaten us tWice, their papers that got our girls
but we believe that the third really fired up," he said. "A
decisive game.
time
is the charm.•
rematch against them is defiThe Racers were led by
Schwepker
said
that
in
nitely something that we are
strong performances from
going
for."
preparation
for
the
tournament
Audrey Nelson, freshman from
In the other semifinal match,
Colorado Springs, Colo., who his team is focusing on its
third seed Southeast Missouri
had 18 kills and four aces, defense, particularly blocking.
State
plays fifth seed Morejunior Sarah Ernst from
"We are having a defensive
head
State
at noon. The winner
Mlllkego, Wis., who added six camp this week," Sehwepk.er
will
face
number
two seed Tenblocks and Krista Shumard, said. •our girls are focused and
1
Gellee
Tech
at
8
p.m.
junior hill ~ m., wo~ hard. partiau ada eo
The championship match
who bad 24 digs and 16 kills,
our blocking because we feel
The Racers are now gearing that is where we really need will be Saturday at 2 p.m.
BY EDDIE GIANT
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Considering Abortion?
Get the resources you need to make
an informed decision.
• Free pregnancy tests
• Information about your choices
• Post-abortion support group
• Information about sexuality and STDs

i~ LifeHouse
It,

753-0700

1506 Chestnut Street
lifehous@apex.net
www.waaj.org/lifehouse

..

WE'VE GOT .ONE! JOIN US FOR A CELEBRATION IN
CONTEMPORARY PRAISE AND WORSHIP OF OUR LORD
JESUS CHRIST!

WHEN: Sunday, ~ov. 22, 10:30 a.m.
WHERE: Curris Center Theater, 3rd Aoor
SPEAKING: Brian Baldwin, Campus Minister
of Murray Christian Fellowship

Sponsored by Christian Community Church

759-4404

Sports
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Racers to battle Indiana State
BY jASON BILLI NGSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The motto for the Murray State
football Racers for this week's game
at Indiana State might be "That
which does not kill you makes you
stronger."
MSU will try to bounce back after
a heartbreaking two-point loss to
Tennessee State that cost the team
the Ohio Valley Conference champi. onship and an automatic bid to the
playoffs.
The loss put the Racers at 7-3 for
the season and dropped them several slots in both major Division 1-AA
polls. In the ESPNIUSA Today poll,
the Racers are currently ranked
14th, but are ranked 15th in the
' Sports Network poll. These polls
start to gain more meaning when it
comes to the Racers' playoff hopes.
The Racers must win Saturday
against ISU in order to be in -the
running for one of eight at-large bids
into the Division 1-AA playoffs.
Getting into the playoffs would fulfill one of Racer Head Coach Denver
Johnson's two goals at the start of
the season.
"Our two goals coming into this

season was one, to be in the running
and/or win the OVC title, and the
second was to get into and advance
in the playoffs," Johnson said.
Johnson said he feels the Racers
should get serious consideration for
an at-large bid if they can defeat
ISU.
11
Ifwe defeat ISU, we would be 8-3,
with one of those losses to BYU, a
Division 1-A team," Johnson said.
"We have beaten good ranked teams
consistently through the season.
One of our Division 1-AA losses was
to TSU, and one was to Middle Tennessee State, who beat both of us.
"This was a season when more
teams went deep into the season
with a chance at the OVC crown
than ever before," he said. "We also
have a premier player (quarterback
Justin Fuente) who has been nominated for the Walter Payton award
(given to Division 1-AA's top player)."
The Racers definitely have the
offensive firepower to get into the
playoffs and make some noise. In
fact, the Racers are currently close
to breaking several OVC offensive
records.
In team categories, the Racers are

Pro Predictions
Yickett

poised to break the most passing
yards in a season, most passing
yards per game and most touchdowns passing in a season. Individually, Fuente is poised to break four
different OVC passing records and
at least two Murray State passing
records in Saturday's game.
Johnson said those records weren't
as nice as the OVC title, however.
"I believe we would gladly trade
those records for a victory against
TSU," Johnson said.
The Racers will face an offensive
scheme from ISU Saturday that they
have already seen this season, the
triple option. The triple option is
also run by the Western Kentucky
Hilltoppers, whom the Racers beat
by five points earlier this season.
Johnson said there was a big difference between WKU's and ISU's
execution of the triple option.
"Even though they run the triple
option, I believe they don't have the
personnel of WKU's caliber," Johnson said. "Thank God they don't
have Taggert (WKU's quarterback.)"
Kickoff for Saturday's game is set
for 11: 30 a.m. at Memorial Stadium
in Terre Haute, Ind.

WASHINGTON vs Arizona
ATLANTA vs Chicago
TAMPA BAY vs Detroit
MINNESOTA vs Green Bay
BUFFALO vs Indianapolis
PITISBURGH vs Jacksonville
NY GIANTS vs Philadelphia
DALLAS vs Seattle
ST. LOUIS vs Carolina
SAN DIEGO vs Kansas City
TENNESSEE vs NY Jets
CINCINNATI vs Baltimore
DENVER vs Oakland
SAN FRANCISCO vs New Orleans
NEW ENGLAND vs Miami
*Home teams capitalized
Records thus far
Last week

Eddie Grant

Jason Billingsley

Arizona 3
Arizona 10
Arizona 9
AUanta 14
Atlanta 10
Atlanta 13
Tampa Bay a
Tampa Bay 7
Tampa Bay 6
Minnesota 7
Minnesota 3
Minnesota 3
Buffalo 10
Buffalo 7
Buffalo 8
Pittsburgh 7
Pittsburgh 7
Jacksonville 7
NY Giants 3
Philadelphia 3
NY Giants 1
Dallas 13
Dallas 7
Dallas 6
Carolina 7
St. Louis 7
St. Louis 3
Kansas City 3
San Diego 3
Kansas City 2
Tennessee 2
NY Jets 3
Tennessee 4
Cincinnati 4
Baltimore 7
Baltimore 3
Denv.er 17
Denver 10
Denver 7
San Francisco 14 New Ot1eans 3 San Francisco 10
New England 1
New England 7 Miami 3
•Picks and margin of victory
99-51
94·56
90-60
10-5
10-5
9·6

LEAGUE STANDINGS THROUGH WEEK 11
AFC

NFC

CENTRAL

EAST
MIAM17-3
NY JETS 8-4
BUFFAL06-4
NEW ENGLAND 5-5
INDIANAPOLIS 2-8

CENTRAL

EAST

JACKSONVILLE 8-2
TENNESSEE 6-4
PmSBUAGH 6-4
BALTIMORE 3-7
CINCINNATI 2-8

DALLAS 7·3
ARIZONA 5-5
NY GIANTS 3·7
WASHINGTON 2-8
PHILADELPHIA 2-8

WEST

MINNESOTA 9-1
GREEN BAY 7-3
TAMPA BAY 4-6
CHICAG03·7
DETROIT3·7

WEST

DENVER10..()
0AKLAND7·3
SEAnLE5·5
KANSAS CITY 4·6
SAN DIEGO 4·6

ATLANTA 8·2
SAN FRANCISCO 7-3
NEW ORLEANS 5·5
ST LOUIS 3-7
CAROLINA 1·9

•

John Simanowitz/The News
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FOR SALE:
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• Planet Hollywood• Lucky•Chaps
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Bold Face Type
$1 per line

Congratt!Jiations to
Cara Watkins
for being selected as a
contestafrlt for Miss MSU,
and Riann Aldrich
for getting first alternate.
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Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org

Tanning

Produced by The Mun·ay State News in
cooperation with LDD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!

Packages of 300 minutes for $1 .-65
per session or less to MSU Students.
New Face tanners, beds and bulbs.
Gift Certificate auailable

To subscribe to IDDNet call l-800-455-1608

WANTED:
Paid Positions Available:
Home(]'oming/ Curris Center Chair
2 Publicity/Computer Chairs

~\a~~~

~,'i~~. . . . .

~)

Public Relations/Publications Chair
(Must have Web-Page Exp.)

Interviews Dec. 8
Applications available in ~ office.

'

~ ~\)\) \J

3401 Park Ave.
Paducah
444-9122

Next to
Play It Again Sports

: any used purchase of $20 or more :
(not valid with any oither offer)

:

: Starting as low as $2.99 :
:
Buy, Sell & Trade
:
I

Exp. 2·1·99

•

ConJJratulations

r--------~:3-Ciff--------:
:

Deadline Dec. 7 at 4:30p.m.

,.~s\t~

o~e' "'~'

(Must have Photoshop & Freehand Exp.)
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110 t=~· llt".>nlanU ~ (VOW'~)

Go Online Now!
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Ku.;hen Sll'1. Include..., 7 F= P..>ntc:<! O:ly·
tcm:t Sl49! N~·w Hnl\ptot ..south HC!'J'h
$129' C•JC<>~~ B<:r,l(;h S HIJ. •pt1nfChl't"Jklt:IV•

mcrtours.rom

VIEWS\

toned Wo:ddlnJI dupe! O'ot:rio<•kiOfC m'l!r,
Smnky Mountaln.1.,. TN ~11T:IM> Clr•
rb,Re. CJhl.,., ~cuiLl, CJnLin<.'tl rumistL..,..,(

"J'rillJ!b=ktr~vc;:l.~'(llll 1·1!()().6~3146

SPRINCillREAK J'lotld:a, Tex:lS,

llOUAR

249,

E:lrly ~al'' C:lnCun & J~nuit:al 7 nJidu-•
AJr & Horel from $399' lndu<b Fn:c

Food.

cllt. ~13

AC/P(Illfli'S29.9t•t lliJ! h~ttlwvod M:lling
•n TN M<lUnutn• widl pn,atc aCCbl> l<l
47,000 11c, wiiJIIfc' nwnt urt:a, IIOI't' trJtl,
& •tthl..., RulltiJhh:. Great (t1l.ln<ing. C.ull
now 423-690-62,1~ • c~l <)(\~
FREE lAND IJ'lT • Of Tcnnc:,.'l<..: moun.
lain r>n>pt'rtlc:~ and walt:rfnml >l<n::lll•" al
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mnunwln vi""'"' & prlv~ltt Jt:~·cM lo <17,000
:K~ wildlife lll!!l11l ar.:·J t:Jsy :.r<.:c:". l.c>w
hnanctnM. Call nnw 42:\.(r}(t-9'iOO, ext

Group Discounts for
6 or more!
Free Meal Plan (SPI only)

INDI!STRIAI. MAII\11:NAI'iCf! lNSTRliC.
'fl >RICOORiliN"TOI! • M.•~•lllt• C..<.>n>tnllntl) O>lk'jo,'(.", M~y>vtllt:, 1\t:nllldty. Mtn'"""" «~l"'"'llll.'fllS. '-'-"><t il<' lk'W"' and

'il..l2oO!~l - 1~>3.

MII.UON

Spring Break '99

l)lf:tn 1'011/ Mfl

NEFDEO • \1tll"'nfChbl, llllOWOI'Iu:nl, Pipdiner., S5. PtpewdcJer.. He:~hh trNII"
Jncc, v.t<11lk>n, 'IOIK, hnluil)-s, EOE, t.lnJR

IIELP WANTED

7t)l-3l~ ,
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$11-li ~ hc~tr. llOP. S-10 !I Wcl'k [l<'f

.....

FOR RENT• N'1n• I<>Ur·hedronm home

TRAVEL
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I
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luCJl R.'Jllol\.tJ, C1r~"' l.ffl'OflJI f~ li"Jilling wlrh nn tnntr.t(t.~ a01.l no flClY·hadt.,.
f<>r ntt>rt lnlc>rm.•uon c:~ll RO()..Il(i'i-72114

9770.

!NEW PHONl! Nl!\lflERI

<>per~lcws

I<) 3S¢ . I kmw: \vt'\.-k<·nd< • F:imily rl)(.'d·
k':1hlc:n1:1l. ·lUI K. Paid v:~<':llkln. Saf<:ty
hun~~~>. 0~'1.~ A <~IlL n.'<tu•mJ \11.'~lxt.-.l1 V.al1..-y rr:sn.,rx>rtatK•n. H()().l4(,./ij()S,

,._.,,r.,,

U:Ot:lh~

• l • OWncr

model ' :a~le tdt.oq>c:r tr:k.1<>t. Home: wec:kt:nd... Wt'1:kly ~kjJJem<'tllA. Run )·e~r
n>unJ <::.11 )1m ar ~.T, Ttudung. ~39~
7303.
DI!I\T.R.~. Rf<liONAL F\.AT131!0 · Scm up

ORIVI!it'> • New pay patkJg<~ Tc:;um t.':lrtl
up to '14(
Soler. .-.>m up In 3l t .;~
rruic. l'.fy (t;i k":t~ inc'tu<id 11011!(}' &
longt:viry honu'O, .~ month.~ + M:honl
rnfn. F.xp..-~ ~ Jrop & Book, no
touch freighL A,.-.gned con\'cmlon
tn:ighdincrs. h1<n.'<hbh: h<:nl.'ftts :md nvb,
1mk:l, nub.. Cc:l:sdon TI'\JCklnj!. ft».7N-

~diiw100e

je:tl15, corduroys, dress pants,

759-4845

lr«

r>RIVERS :\SO OWNER-OPERATOR<; •
PC fOI' ~ Monkc>t'Wld modem includ- • ~ '11\.M ft:tlht:<.l CX~l: to 1\llllhe
ed. 32 ~ ul rnc:mory s~ C:ln 75}- S<kllht:a.'ll. Home wco:kc:nd-1, {<'T1llln:ll p;.y,
~ ~·k f<ot Todd
)Ut:<lt h<:ndlt r:s<·kaile. Coli Wdhnm
Tran'JX"ltt Ht.JO-I!:!S-(>4<;2 CXI.. ~:02.
WOLFF TANNING AEOS • Tan at h<Kn<-.
Buy di.,._, ~n<l J<;~vt:! Commm:la~'hume
ORIVER • L:p to S700 :1 .,.,.,.k nnt.'flUtKlll
unil' from $1Y9. l.c>\li n•JI'Ithl)· p:~ymcnl'i.
pay. l 'p 10 j"iC a mole"' 'IClttl Gre:u hnnw:p,.,._. ~nlor ~"alal<'8- Colli t<wy ~2·
time, A:<slgn<:d. :111 mnvml.lonal tlc..1 .
Lel-c Pun:ha.-.e Option,~. Royd Btn~. lj();l1310.
5434192..'1 f.OE.
Pk'>n<.'t!f lS Di~k Clun14~r HClOl<! Nett<> unly unt" yt'ar nl<l, h;•rdly u~l $150 G:1U
ORIVER.'i: • Hcanbnd Exf'l'l"• nfTrr, -.tart•
in~ pay up to j7¢ a mile. l:lte-morJd.
753-ffl'\6
a.""tgnL-'tl
cmwcnriun;tl~. I!Xt-cllt-nt nuks,
PRIMESTAR! • 11"~ only mini dbh you
lime home evt:ry 7·10 OO}> tn mo..c "~"'
don'1 haw ur buy. I""'""' in.o;t;lll prkc
:ont.l nmn:l E~pcr!<:tl(;l!d <Jrlvo:r- K7·l'HO·
cvcr, only $4\1. Worry-frw 111-hnmc: '"""
r>RIVU. Ownt'r Opcr~~>t>o u.'k ;tlxout &l¢ II
vke, hmlloo timt: ofler. <'::111 tolllrt't; llAAnule. C•ll ll-PROI'IT-1'1!0. EO!!.
A91 -'Xlb9.
I>RIVFRS NI'EOHl • ti~·l hlrcJ' <icl
QUALITY WOOlli!N .AMI~'H H IRNnl iRE
tr-JIIl<'tll Get p.ut.l! No C!Xpt'nenn• n<'<xlc.'<l.
• Gu.d-.os, gym ,;<:L• and til<lr.IJ!t' hwi<J·
Nu <'<>l Ct>L lr.>min)! av:u!Jhlc v· 'JU'Ildic.-d
ong,• Call H!X~';.'\"i-6-:1<;7 ext. •30 Dealer·
Gt1 honlt' nn;t WLoekcntl<. C:JII Rt'l0-4Rl·
~hip< av-atlahlc r... c:~rly •pnn!! (99'),
41(-A.

•JanSpon
khaki shoru;, Reece jackets, navy
blazer 41S, :;weatshiru;, dress shirts
15 1/2, Nylon sport pants, shorts,
ties, PJ, Size 10 Dock Martins, Hil·
figer tennis shoes size 13 & 10
112, computers, srereo, furniture,
sewing machine, cabinet/chair,
computer table, step-machine,
treadmill, Greek shirts, jackets,
tees, AOO, OKA, m, 4>II., 1Vs·
large screen, 3 2;•, 21", VCR,
Carpel, Backpacks

Ha lnlt <-..1 I<

2113-639"3. Soln dti~er.o & omo-...:too..

to the followirw ladies for beirw
selected to participate in the
1999 <miss WSU P@eant:

Christy Vowell
K.eenan Williams
Danielle glover
<michelle <martini
ffeather ffowell

.:~

New-s
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CLARK
Continued from Page 1
.
more than an hour and a half,
·mostly between CRCC and
'RCA members.
. A concern raised by RCA
members was Clark representatives were not attending the
weekly RCA meetings. They
said only three meetings had
been attended by Clark representatives this semester.
Clark College President
Rebecca Hefner said she could
not go to the meetings because

of a conflicting class schedule
and Clark currently does not
have a vice president. Hefner
said she has sent a representative to the meetings.
"We are having some struggles here," she said. "I haven't
been to these. I can't send my
vice president. I thought my
rep was going. I had to take
him at his word."
Hefner also said she had the
notes from the representative
to prove he was going to the
meetings.
CRCC members raised a con. cern the RCA was not doing

anything active to keep people
involved.
"We didn't feel like we gained
anything from it; we didn't get
anything from paying for it,"
Hefner said.
Holcomb said the RCA had
problems in the past, but he
said that was where the problems remained.
"Last year, ther e were problems," he said. "We've changed
that. We changed that because
we put the residential colleges
in charge. We allow you to
come and voice your opinions."
Hefner said breaking away

University club:"
He said the club could be
reinstated, but refused to let it
Continued from Page 1
off the hook as far as future dis"suspended indefinitely" by the ciplinary action.
University, Mike Young, assis"They can reapply to be reintant to the vice president of stated as a club," Young said.
Student Affairs, said.
"They would have to show us
One of the five arrested, Fred evidence that these types of
McGrath, was not a Murray activities have ended. There
State student. Wilson said would probably be a committee
McGrath told him he had to look into reinstating the
enrolled in half-semester class- club. If there are any other
es but his schedule was purged types of things we need to look
and at that point he quit the at at that time, we will obviteam. Young said the suspen- ously do so. n
sion was not connected to the
Meanwhile, Wilson and the
fire but to the participation of a other team members can only
non-student.
wait and hope for the best.
"According to the infonnation
"I won't say it will end the
we have, they violated the rules team, but I will say it will
regarding student organiza- hurt," he said. "Basically, wait
tions by allowing non-students and see is the game we're playto play for their team," Young ing now. We're standing behind
said. "They had been warned these guys because we know
once before they could not allow they didn't do it and soon
non-students to participate in a everyone else will, too."

RUGBY
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from the RCA would not reflect
on other residential colleges.
"It has nothing to do with the
other residential colleges,• she
said. "No one has done anything to us. Everyone has
talked to us about the things
that will be taken away from
us. We don't want to put false
assumptions in the minds of
other residential colleges."
Holcomb said the RCA was
inter ested in the improvement
of campus and problems should
be voiced to him or the RCA,
"We're trying to make this
campus a better campus," he

BUILDING

PHELPS

Continued from Page 1

Conrinued from Page 1

show the campus 20 years down the road.
"There is very little 'land available on HopkinsviJle's campus," Yates said. "If we build
one more building on their campus with the
accommodating parking lot, there would be
no land for further extension."
One of the primary needs for further
expansion is the agricultural component of
the site. As stated in the program recommendations prepared by the University, 20
acres ofland would be needed to provide the
classrooms and an applied research area.
Degree programs in other areas will also
expand. Currently, the University offers 15
degree programs in the Hopkinsville/Fort
Campbell area. Guidelines set by the Council on Postsecondary Education require at
least 75 percent of the coursework to be
available at the site to claim the site otTers
the course.
Yates said he hopes the site for the facility will be determined before Christmas.

room. Everything she took they wrote
down."
Phelps said she is trying to get into
another school, but because she has
lost her grants, she is financially
unable to do so. Phelps' mother is on
disability and has undergone liver
transplants. She said they just cannot
afford to pay for school.
Although Phelps said she has been
able to obtain employment, she said
her "options aren't really open." She
said she is "adjusting to the circumstances," however.
Phelps and lhe other suspects have
joined in a request for a speedy trial,
Perry said. A dismissal can only be
obtained by a request from the prosecutor, he said, but Perry sees no evidence that connects Phelps to the fire
and believes Lhe indictment is a distraction from the investigation.
"They have lost a year, this semester

Reward Yourseli! Be A Healtier,
Thinner & Happier You For The Holidays

HIGH PROFIT POTENTIAL

HI-ENERGY

Solid. professional corpora\ion looking for person
interested in building a corru:nunications service business,
• WILL COORDINATE AROUND CLASS HOURS
• NO INVENTORY TO SELL ·• NO QUOTAS
• NO COLLECTIONS • NO EXPERIENCE
For a business presentation appointment
CAl.IL 901-6 44 -3943 • 1-888-265-5266
Pin #6150
.._

Weight Control Center of Murray

Don't Weight
Call Now For A FREE
Consultation
ofMurTay

nu.
mversi' t Y s quare '8
Murray

z=

767-0780

Judidal Buarll
Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday Dec. 3
3rd floor Curris Center
Tennessee R"'.

IOFF ANY

Most Major Brands

•Brake Service

said. "If there was a problem, I something tonight," he said.
wanted to hear about it."
"The purpose of RCA is to come
Hefner, howevet;, said com- together and communicate. We
munications were breaking know how they feel, and they
down.
know how we feel."
"Communication is lacking
Hefner concurred.
between us," she said. "As we
"We are somewhat closer to a
came in this year, we were resolution because we know
going strong. There may still how we each feel," she said.
be some things remaining from
Hefner said the main point of
last year. I don't get a vote of not being in the RCA was the
yea or nay (on the CRCC.) I RCA's "lack of participation."
leave it up to them."
"The main point is Clark ColAfter the meeting, Holcomb lego doesn't want to be a part of
said the RCA made . progress RCA," she said. "We don't feel
during the discussions.
like we are getting everything
"I think we accomplished we can out of it."

Co~ ngratulations

and next semester, of their academic
lives," he said. "Once they are acquitted there really is no mechanism to
compensate them for the fact that
some of them have spent weeks in jail."
Thr ee of the s uspects, Fred
McGrath, Michael McDonough and
Melissa Mounce, were still lodged in
the Calloway County Jail as of Thursday afternoon.
"I am planning on taking action
when 1 am cleared," Phelps said. "I
deserve some compensation."
Perry said he thinks Phelps is not
interested in suing the University, bul
"to say there is a potential for lawsuit
is to state the obvious.
"I believe the University wants to do
the right thing for the family of
Michael Minger, Michael Priddy, Lana
Phelps and all other students
involved," Perry said. "Lnnn recognizes
the pain of Michael Minger's family
and Michael Priddy nnd his family,
and it was a' horrible event that happened, but one she had nothing to do
with."

Hair Studio
753-3688
Monday • Friday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 ~.m. - 5 p.m.

1701 H~. 121 By-Pass
Walk-Ins Welcome!
AlPha Sisma AIPh
would like to thank
Melanie Vincent
for doin!! a !treat j
in Planning our
Fall Formal!

to

•Transmission Service
•Cooling System Fl

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 s. 12th

(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

Joey - A
Forti7Ja

Available Tuesday,
Nov. 24, 1998:

for being selected on the ~~ ·
KY-TN Select Side Rugby
All-Star Team

Reserve Your
Copy Today!
Call 753-8084

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms!!!
Monday-Saturday 1o a.m. • 6 p.m.

Swrlna· Adam SanJier

''The Water Boy"
<PG-13)

753·0113

5

1° Off
0

Any Ca!li&et:t:e Tapet

clado.u
Your ~ALPINE.

o$ ~~

Si!OO

Off

New Arrivals
ONLY $3

Any Compact: Dlsct

Monday thru T hursday

Expires t 1·4
Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

'Coupotlllood tOW8rde pun:hee o1 r•gutllt prlcad merchandl" only, not valid In cornlllr~~~tlon with any OIIIV specialS. dlacounta Of oil.,..
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~~ttL

_;;f" Rent Two

Matllll'.esSaltmkl)' and Slull/ay
Mondlly· fhunday Sights
S!udtntr pa.)' only $J ~·itlt MSU l .IJ.

